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THROUGH the wise liberality of some

Patriotic Canadian who prefers to do good
in secret, a Committee of the Protestant
Teachers' Convention, of Quebec is enabled
to offer a series of three prizes, amounting
to $2,500, as an incentive to the production
Of a satisfactory text-book of Canadian
flistory. The conception is agood one and
the prizes are sufficiently liberal, it may be
hoped, to call forth the best efforts of our
Most competent historians. The com-
Inittee which has the matter in hand says
that the object is to have a text-book of Can-
adian History written which will give every
Province such recognition as shall unite the
interests of all Canadians and conduce
toward the creation of oneness of patriotic
sentiment, the aim being to have the text
authorized for use throughout the Dominion.

"'I HAVE now an experience of some forty
Years as student, teacher 'and examiner;
and it forces on me a profound conviction
that our modern education is hardening
luto a narrow and debasing mill. Educa-
tion is over-driven, over-systematized, mon-
Otonous, mechanical. . . . The round
Of endless examinations reduces education
toa professional cram, where the repetition
Of given formulas passes for knowledge,
and where the accurate memory of some
teacher's ' tips' takes the place of thought.
Education ought to be the art of using the
11ind and of arranging knowledge; it is
becoming the art of swallowing pellets of
sPecial information. The professor mashes
"P a kind of mental'pemrhican,' which he
rams into the learner's gullet. When the

PuPil vomits up these pellets it is called
Passing the examination with honors.'"
The above passage from an article by Mr.

ç0qré,qfý- Frederic Harrison, in a recent number of
the Forum, contains material fora good deal
of profitable thinking. There is some rea-
son to hope that some of the gloomiest parts
of his description are less true of Canadian
than of English methods, and that the ten-
dency of Canadian Education is to become
more flexible instead of to harden more and
more. So far as teachers and teaching are
concerned, advancement is being made,
whatever may be said of the Departmental
rules and regulations. Many of our teachers
are wide awake, impatient of old routine, on
the alert for new methods and longing
for fuller Educational freedom. Even in
England the New Code is undoubtedly less
inimical to good teaching than the old.
But in Canada, as in England, the iron hand
of the examination system still rests heavily
upon the schools and colleges, and often
sadly retards and cramps true educational
work.

WE recently had an opportunity to spend
an afternoon in the Manual Training
Department of Woodstock college. We
came away strongly confirmed in our pre-
vious opinion that manual training, prop-
erly conducted, is of great educational
as well as great practical value. The
work in this department does not, we
find, consist of a series of experiments,
more or less awkward and blundering,
in the use of the tools. The lessons are
thoroughly systematic and-based on sound
pedagogicalprinciples. The pupil's firststep,
rigidly insisted upon in every case from the
very outset, is to get a clear conception of
what he wants to accomplish. He must
make an accurate representation of the
thing he proposes to make, on blackboard
or paper, carefully drawn to scale, and work
from that as a model. In every instance
the principle of the thing must be grasped
and mastered before any attempt is made
to produce the thing itself. In a word, the
wçrkmanship must be intelligent and scien-
tific. "One thing is clear," said a friend
who accompanied us, and made a close
study of the whole system, " when a boy
who has taken this course devotes himself
to any mechanical occupation, he will be
sure to become foreman in a short time."
Another conclusion impressed itself upon
us with equal force, viz., that the boy who
gets the training of the perceptive and con-

structive faculties which such a course
gives, will go to his more strictly intellect-
ual studies with such a quickening of that
class of mental powers as will make him
a clearerstronger and more accurate student
in every department of college work.

IF other schools in the large cities would
follow the example of one of the London
board schools of which a contemporary tells
us, the children of the slums could no longer
be spoken of as belonging to the ranks of
the " great unwashed." A simple but ingen-
ious method has been devised by which the
dirtiest of boys can be washed very expedi-
tiously and efficiently. Each boy stands
upright in a small box, from the sides of
which numerous sprays of warm water play
upon all parts of his body. Three minutes
are allowed him for thoroughly soaping
himself, the sprays of water closely follow-
ing the soap. At the end of that time he
steps forth to rub himself with the usual
coarse, dry towels. In this way it is found
that each scholar in a school of 300 boys
can have a thorough cleansing once a week.
Altogether there is reported to be a marked
improvement of late in the cleanliness of
the school children, at least as regards their
persons. It is regretted that the same pro-
cess cannot be applied to their clothing,
which bringsaverydiscouraging element into
the school problem. Yet the new sense of
comfort and dawning respectability impart-
ed by the feeling of cleanlinessofperson will
pretty surely react in the matter of cloth-
ing. Not many boys will long continue to
don their filthy garments after their ablu-
tions without a sense of revulsion which
must beget some effort at improvement.
But the practical question suggested for
Canadian teachers in city and country is,
To what extent does personal cleanliness
characterize Canadian school children of
both sexes ? Facts and incidents occasion-
ally come to our knowledge which seem to
indicate that the daily or even weekly bath
is by no means so universal as it should be.
The clothes may generally be well enough,
but what about the bodies? Teachers
can do much, not only for the health -and
comfort, but even for the moral well-being
of their pupils by inculcatingjudiciously the
truth that frequent bathing of the whole
body is essential both to health and respec-
tability.
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THOUGHTS FOR THE TEACHER.
AN ADDRESS BEFORE AN INSTITUTE.

BY THE LATE DR. HIGBEE.

THE following thoughts, which we copy
from the Pennsylvania School Yournal, are
rich in fruitful suggestions for the mind of
every earnest and thoughtful teacher :

All acknowledge the necessity of edu-
cating the young; but this necessity may
be grounded upon merely relative ends,
and thus great injury may be done at the
very start. The necessity for education is
found in the nature of the child. There
are involved in his person,great possibilities;
and forces also of vast significance from
behind his individual will are entering into
the web and woof of his being, which are
to be taken up and finally made to be ele-
ments of his character. These possibilities
are to be actualized and, so far as lies in
our power, the possibilities of evil must be
repressed, and those of the good be encour-
aged. Education must be based upon the
need of a fully-developed personality. The
furniture of the life already at hand, or the
talents already given, must not be hidden
in a napkin or buried in the earth.

The danger now is, that, in the pressure
upon our attention of the thousand interests
of our social order, calling for instruction
in the arts and sciences, now almost inumer-
able, we may so dissipate our elementary
training as to make the minds of the chil-
dren fragmentary-forgetting the solemn
interest of a fully-developed personality,
without which no one is prepared to accom-
plish the mission of life.

Teaching is often spoken of as a moulding
process, and so it is. But mind is not
moulded like clay or iron, externally. The
moulding power must come from within.
The child is not a thing, but a personality
-a thought of Jehovah-with possibilities
which baffle all finite measurement. You
cannot treat the child as a thing-for the
plastic elements which are to forn his char-
acter are to operate from within his own
being, and the teacher must come to appre-
hend at the very outset of his or her work
what that being involves. From behind the
child's individual life, yet entering therein
with conditioning powers, are the broad
forces of race and nationality and sex and
family life. These form elements of study
and serious thought upon the part of the
teacher, for they reach beyond the body
into the interior psychic structure of the
child, and constitute a vast natural force
which the child has to take up and carry
upward from their base in the natural into
ethical freedom, into the spiritual structure
of character.

What organic differences, for example,
confront us in sex, challenging us to pay
regard thereto! The two sexes cannot be
treated alike, and it was never intended they
should be. The differences show themselves
at once. The boy, under the power of a
determining phantasy, begins to ride his
stick for a horse, while the girl dresses her
doll; and as they grow older, although
brother and sister, they remove farther from

each other in temperament and forms of
feeling and thought,

Passing from what thus enters into the
individual life from behind all self-conscious
activity, let us look at the being of the child
as made up of body and soul. The body
becomes important as the investiture of the
soul, as the earthly image which it bears, as
the ultimate in which it meets the surround-
ing physical world. Every teacher should
have sufficient information in reference to
bodily life, to guide the young in dietetics
and gymnastics, and in all that pertains to
the prophylactic side of medical knowledge;
and beyond this there are peculiar tempera-
ments that inhere in the bodily structure
which must be understood.

If all this and much more is true relating
to the body, how much greater must be the
need of knowing the powers of the soul!
There are temperaments, so to speak, there
also. You may find a pupil in whom the
will-side preponderates, with the imminent
danger of stubborn wilfulness, calling for
you to open the way for it to organize itself
into a great administrative power for good.
Again, you may have one in whom the intel-
lect-side preponderates, reaching out into
the pride of rationalism, needing your most
careful restraints and encouragements.
Here again is one in whom the emotional in
the form of imagination has the ascendency,
in imminent danger of falling into mere
sentimentalism, calling for you to open the
way for it to reach out into the realm ofthe
beautiful in the way of oesthetic culture.
These inner soul tendencies,these beginning
impulses of the soul, under the power of
influences which flow down from the world
of ideas, require your steady and most care-
ful attention. Youcannot master the know-
ledge required here by examination of
specific or technical journals. What is
required is the broad, full, liberal culture of
your own personality.

What are commonly called faculties of
the mind, we prefer to call recipient forms.
The will never creates the good, but only
opens the way for the good to have place in
our personal life. The intellect does not
make the true, but opens the way for it to
authenticate itself. Such also is the situa-
tion between the imagination and the beau-
tiful ; and hence, in the culture of these so-
called faculties, that for which they are
creatively given must be the end toward
which they should be directed ; and this is
no relative end, as is at once apparent when
we recognize that the Good and the True
and the Beautiful have their source in God,
and flow down from Him to apprehend and
to be apprehended, that we may live to a
purpose infinitely elevating.

Now it is impossible for themindto evolve
itself except in the presence of an already
awakened intelligence. Without this,though
surrounded by all the facts of the universe,
there can be no culture, no movement, much
beyond that of the lower nature. Teaching
therefore, is not a science, nor an art-it is
a virtue, an ethical movement, a relation of
mind to mind, of will to will, of soul to soul.
There may be, and is, a science of it but it
itself is not a science. From this we can
see the absolute need of or own personal
culture as teachers.

For example, Grammar is an abstract

science ; but to teach it you must refer back
to its concrete base in language. Your
preparation must pass beyond the technical
analysis of grammar text-books. You must
so far as possible, master your mother-
tongue, by reading the literature in which it
is speaking and hath spoken. Chaucer,
Shakespeare, Johnson, Marlow, Webster,
etc., etc., should be read until you know
English. Of course, the children must use
the scaffolding while they need it ; but you
should have removed it long ago, to gaze
directly upon the fair proportions and glory
of the structure itself. How often do we
have classes in literature, each member of
which can give us dates of birth and death,
and headings and titles, etc., etc.,-a fine
test of memory indeed, but only the skele-
ton, with no flesh and no blood coursing
through arteries and veins ! Such will tell
you all about Chaucer, so far as regards
his space-and-time habitat, who have read
a few lines only of his writings, and call this
"literature." So also with other depart-
ments of study. The mind of the teacher
may dwellsolong upon methodsof teaching,
very important in themselves, as to forgdt
the truth that the real method of a science
is in the science itself, if grasped in the
mind.

In regard to the multiplicity of studies
demanded by the age, allow a passing
remark. We are constantly asked whether
this and that and the other, ought not to be
introduced into the schools; and some may
have already commenced to introduce, and
may keep on introducing, until we have, as
the inevitable result, a piebald hodge-podge
of an elementary course for ourschools. Let
us introduce all these if we can in the teach-
ers, or, in other words, let the effort be to
secure such a teacher as will be prepared to
point the pupils, as occasion may demand,
to interesting and useful lines of study in
his daily intercourse with them.

You teachers are held to stand, each one
in locoparentis. Of course, you can only
approximate such relation. But it is
well that you consider the average family
life, as this is found in our Commonwealth,
and see what elements of culture are invol-
ved therein, that the contrast between the
school and school-room, and the home-life
of the pupils may not be so great as to ren-
der an approximation even impossible. If
the pupil on the way to school has soiled
his face, disarranged his garments, or is wet
and covered with mud, as is often the case
with the frolicsome youth, take care of him
as a loving parent would, or ought. Con-
sider his manners and habits, his needs of
moral and religious culture. You cannot
introduce the various confessions of our
churches. If you could, it would not be
wise for you to do so. But, remembering
the parents' solicitude, you can point the
soul of your pupil heavenward, you can
remind him of the bond between his spirit
and the Eternal Spirit. A religious atmos-
phere can be made ta fill your school-room
and a reverent religious life, so important
and necessary, can by your presence and
character be made to pervade your whole
work.

But it may be said, " All this is idle talk.
Children can with difficulty grasp the
known, how then shall they think of the
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unknown ?" No greater mistake can be
made than this. " Heaven lies about us in
our infancy." Our children are nearer God
than we are. The artfulness of later years
has not reached them ; the maxims of a
cold and half-godless world have not yet
driven them to faithlessness. They look
up into our faces with the confidence of
innocence,and with a reverence akin to piety.
The immortal lines of the poet recur to my
mind:

Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home."

And though our older lives have drifted
farther from that shore where we felt the
boundless love of the Divine, yet-

"-in a season of calm weather,
Though inland far we be,

Our souls have sight of that immortal sea
Which brought us hither,
Can in a moment travel thither,

And see the children sport upon the shore,
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore."

Think of these things, fellow-teacher, and
all other good things will,be attended to in
their proper order.

THE CHILD'S WORLD AND HOW
TO ENTER IT.

BY ARNOLD ALCOTT.

EVERY class has its teacher ; neverthe-
less that teacher may not be the person
appointed by the school committee. It
may be the worst boy in the class, or it
may be the person named by the school
board. It is the one who, whether called
" teacher " or " pupil," exercises the greater
personal influence over the boys and the
girls.

It seems to me that a consideration of
the child's world, and how one may enter
it, may prove useful to those of us who
have so much to do with little folks.

Someone has compared the little child to
a grain of mustard seed, and has said that
the child is a type of heaven, and that we,
in order to lead it aright, must come to
be like it. The kernel of the argument is,
that in order to influence successfully little
ones, we must let our maturer minds be
felt through child-like hearts. We must
take the places of the little children as fully
as possible.

Now, all who have mingled in the society
of children know that two of their leading
characteristics are-

Ist. THE LOVE OF ACTIVITY.
2nd. THE LOVE OF VARIETY.

Remembering, then, that children love
activity and variety, we have clues which
ought to be very helpful to us in making
our work interesting to them.

ACTIVITY.

How I may turn this to account in my
teaching ?

Simply by keeping the little ones work-
ing, but not always using either the same
mental faculties or the same physical
organs. Change of work does not tire, but

monotony causes time to drag heavily, and
the little ones, whose teacher has forgotten
them, with their weary dull faces, recall the
story of the little boy who, when asked by
a gentleman what he went to school for,
answered, " To wait for four o'clock, sir."
How many have done the same? And
no wonder, with the old, cumbersome
methods which were employed. The sing-
ing monotone of the voices, in some repeti-
tion which almost seems as if it would go
on forever, keeping time with the slow,
sleepy march of the mind. But all this is
over (all, did I say ? Well, let it pass) for
we, whose privilege it is to know what is
better, will surely follow a brighter, sunnier
path.

We .should change our lessons in the
junior classes on an average about every
twenty-five minutes. In the baby classes,
every fifteen minutes. In these lessons the
work should be divided into two great class-
es, according as that work consists of, first,
thought processes ; second, work processes.

Do not attempt to keep the mind on the
stretch too long, but relieve it by giving
the hand something to do, such as slate
work. We do not advocate much oral
work, as there is loss of time in it. Of
course, as a source of variety and as a spur
to the slow pupils, it may be used occasion-
ally to advantage. But, as one educator
has put it, a definition from the ends of the
fingers, is ten times as valuable as one from
the end of the tongue.

Then, follow a lesson employing the
mind and the hand, by one which will
engage some other part of the body. Here
we use our good calisthenic exercises,
especially those which will strengthen the
chest and the extremities. We must call
the blood away from the brain. A man is
not made up of head alone, but of head
and body, and the healthy action of the
former depends upon the healthy state of
the latter. Whose mind moves the child's
hands ? Certainly none other than his
own. These forty or fifty minds, being
under the direction of the teacher, act at
her signal, but, nevertheless, act individu-
ally.

Then, give change again. Perhaps, as
good as any would be a music lesson, or a
voice lesson. And how much may be done
to improve the manners in this lesson.
How proud the boys and girls felt after we
had a friend come into the room who
merely wished them "Good afternoon,"
but who, before leaving, said to the teacher,
" the color-tone of the voices of the boys
and girls pleases me very much." Just
four words were spoken by the pupils, but
how gratifying to them to know that the
effort which was made was worthy of com-
mendation.

VARIETY.
The world might have been made with-

out so much beauty, without so much col-
oring. But ah ! what fine feelings, what
delicate, delightful impressions would have
been lost. Let us be thankful that it was
not created thus. Then do not be afraid
of having too much variety. Change your
physical exercises, and have marching,
serpentine marching, counter-marching,
" fours," " twos," and so on. And do not
forget the music. If you have not a piano,

or a mouth organ, then have singing, and
sometimes whistling by the boys, while the
girls sing in tune to " laa." " What," says
someone, " whistling! 0, I'd be afraid."
Well, just try it, and if you are the right
kind of teacher, you will be charmed with
the effect. Then let me suggest that you
walk in with the straightest soldiers, and,
make them feel as if there is nothing else
in the world just then but marching, and
that it is to be done as well as possible.

Now, about variety in our room decora-
tion. Let me suggest to you what I think
is an excellent plan for the " Honor Roll."
Of course, in our room we all try to " shine."
We have a number of stars cut out of yellow
pasteboard. We merely say that everyone
who can may bring a pair of scissors on
Friday afternoon. And oh, the help we
receive. Participation increases interest.
Then we have these stars pasted on the
black-board, the largest and brightest star
at the top. And on one side of the star is
written in yellow chalk on the black-board
the name of the best girl, and on the other
side the name of the best boy, and so on
down, taking the names of the good pupils
in the class. " Our Stars " have bright faces
when we produce this new kind of " Honor
Roll."

Next, let me give a hint or two with
reference to variety in our reading lessons.
Well, first of all, we do not intend to have
nearly as much oral reading, as we have
had in the past. The most progressive
Canadian and American educationists
believè that the little ones have been asked
to read aloud too soon ; and have ques-
tioned the utility of oral reading, i.e., to
the extent to which it has been employed.
When we consider, we find that very little
oral reading is done in after life. The
authorized readers we are going to use
principally for silent reading. If used
orally, we shall try not to have a single
lesson repeated. Our sight reading will be
furnished chiefly from our supplementary
stock, which we get from the old readers,
now obtainable for a nominal sum, (we
merely suggested to our pupils the advis-
ability of having some of these books, and
they were forthcoming), also, from old
magazines, Sunday-school lesson papers,
old story books and journals. These fur-
nish plenty of reading material. The stories
which we cut out are pasted on business
cards having blank backs. The blank side
we may use for gymnastic word-recognition
on the lesson pasted on the slip ; the teacher
having written on the back four or eight
words which may serve as helps in drill
before the sight reading is begun. The
poetical selections in the readers, may very
suitably be adapted to familiar tunes, and
thus become more interesting.

Coming from institutions where they have
been studying educational theories, and
practising them somewhat, young teachers
very often forget to come down to the level
of the little ones, and so soar away over their
heads. I am reminded just here of a young
Model student who said to one of the first
classes she started to teach, " Describe a
doll." The little girls, who, we know, were
perfectly well acquainted with that article,
gazed wonderingly at the young teacher
who did not realize what was the matter
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until ber companion suggested that prob-
ably the little pupils did not know the mean-
ingofthe word "describe." Let usremem-
ber ta keep on the level of the little folks.

EXPRESSIVE READING.
RODA LEE.

AN Arabian proverb says, "He is the
best orator who can turn men's ears into
eyes." The proverb is suggestive as we
turn our thoughts to the subject of reading.
We have listened to reading and we have
heard a repetition of words commonly
called reading, and we are ready to echo the
above sentiment with a slight alteration and
say that the best reader is he who can turn
men 's ears into eyes.

Reading is a subject in which great ad-
vancement bas been made of late. Earnest
teachers have given it their closest thought
and attention and the result is that in the
majorityofclasses wehaveintelligent,expres-
sive reading. While, however, ail will admit
the possibility of having good reading in the
higher classes, it is by some thought suffi-
cient if, in the junior classes, we get a
monatonous sing-song repetition of words.
A little fellow stands up book in hand, man-
fully intending to read, but " What is that
big letter ? and " What that long word ? "
and "hWhere is the next line ? " are the
thoughts occupying his mind instead of
those upon the page before him. But by a
sort of screwing-out process he arrives at
length at a period and, taking his seat,
believes that he bas read.

Wby, the poor child had no room in his
mind for anything approaching expression.
It was all taken up with making sense and
sound out of the objectionable words. And
this brings us just to the point which we
need to keep most prominently before us:
that to obtain expressive reading we must
see that the mind is wholly absorbed in that
work. In other words, the mediums of
expression-words and signs- must be
recognized automatically.

When the thought is clearly and defin.itely recognized by the child and when he
bas no difficulties in the way of words to
contend with, he will then be able rightly
to convey that thought to the minds of
others. Be certain that you have taught
the words of a lesson so well that the
scholars are perfectly familiar in every way
witb them.

In telling the story, carry it into action if
possible. I was once greatly delighted by
finding in an unused corner of the school an
old gun which had passed its better days in
the drill company. But its time of useful-
ness was not over, for it had various duties
to perform after it came into the class-room. f
The story of the old man and the gun was t
rendered decidedly more vivid when we had
a little man march across the platform, rifle
in hand, and finally place it in safety in the tso-called bouse. A

This illustrates only a part of the work s
required. Let the pupils in their own graphicway reproduce the story. In other words,
train then to talk. It seems to me that if we t
could only make the children realize that a
they were talking-outoftheirbooks,we should th
make an advance towards good reading. t
You have only to listen to half-a-dozen p

little people playing any of their " pretend "
games to learn the possibilities of their
voices. And we make use of these " pre-tend " games in our classes with incalcul-
able advantage.

One game or story used most success-
fully is the old tale of Silverlocks' escapades
at the home of the three bears. Here is a
little girl to be Silverlocks there Rough
Bruin, Mammy Muffover in the corner and
Tiny not far off. Then as the teacher pro-ceeds with the story, the scholars taking
the different characters express their sur-
prise, and also their anger and alarm at the
treatment their soup, chairs, etc., have
received at the hands of the thoughtless
Silverlocks. Of course the same words are
used on ail occasions, every child being
familiarized with tbem. This is only one of
many stories that may be utilized as gym-nastics in reading. " Two sides to a story,"
a lesson in the Second Reader, is an admir-
able one for junior classes.

Other gymnastics must be given princi-
pally, I find, in articulation and emphasisand where these exercises are persistently
used, and the practice of personation fre-
quently given, there will be found gfod
reading.

It is not my intention at this time to say
anything about the reading books. They
have their good features and they have their
faults. Nevertheless, I have heard surpris-
ingly good reading out of these same little
first books and from very little peape;
and we ought ta have more of it, for where-
ever a teacher determines to have goodreading; and is willing to give time and
thought to devising means towards that
end, she will flnd reasan for rejaicing in ber
results.

*&b€ion1 Meeinàp.
WENTWORTH TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

THIs Association had a very profitable convention
in Hamilton on October 2nd and 3rd. The Presi-
dent, Mr. J. H. Putman, occupied the chair. Thefirst paper was by Mr. W. N. Stevenson on the
subject of Drawing. He laid down the principlethat the child must have a mental pîcture of an tobject before he can produce the object on aper,therefore there must be much mental work and
objects used at all stages of progress. The objectas a whole must first be studied, after which the
letails shauld be taken, up, the chîldren observingclosely the lines, angles and surfaces o the object.Lines should then be studied, practical illustrations
of the various kinds of lines being given ; so also c
vith angles and surfaces. He would allow the use
pfthe ruler to a large extent, particularly in the
rimary grade. d
Mr. J. A. Hill presented the report of the dele-

gates to the Provincial Convention, giving a resumé 1f the important discussions and resolutions.
A half-hour was devoted to discussing time-tables dor ungraded schaols, and some good hints were t]hrown out with regard to the time to be given to mifferent subjects and classes. cMiss Whayman took up the subject of Perspec-ive Drawing, and showed ber method of bringing owithin the comprehension of Fourth Class pupils. lmotion was carried requesting that the paper be nent to the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for publication. YS. B. Sinclair, B.A., Principal of the Hamilton hModel school, taught a primary reading lesson by w

e phonic method to a class of little ones. He idook a pink in bloom, gave a flower to each childnd held a short conversation with tem as to what S
hey observed. Their statements were placed on afhe blackboard and the difficult words studied aihonically. The statements were then read by nfrent pupils with splendid expression and pro- of

nunciation. They were then tried with large words
like "remarkable" and "abundance," suggested

by teachers present, and the rapidity with which
they put together tlze sounds of the letters andarrived at the correct pronunciation of the words
was quite surprising. A lesson with which thechildren were not familiar was then assigned for
sight reading. After a minute or two a little girlwas called on to read the lesson, and though therewere several words of two syllables, she made not
a single mistake in pronunciation, while the read-
ing was quite natural and the expression very goodindeed. The work of this class showed the possi-
bilities of the phonic method, and a system that
gives such splendid results is sure to grow in favor

among the teachers of Wentworth.
The first business taken up on Friday morningwas the election of officers ; it resulted as follows:

President,Robert Burton,Dundas ; Vice-President,
Miss Whayman, Glanford; Secretary, R. T. Gould,Bartonville ; Treasurer, Robert Fletcher, Saltfleet.
Librarian, C. O. Nicho, Hamilton.An essay entitled, ' Fostering a National Senti-ment in the School Room," was read by Mr. Rob-
ert Burton. It was well received, and the wish
was expressed that it might find a place in the
columns of the JOURNAL.

Mr. R. K. Row, of Kingston Model school, wasthen introduced to the Convention.
He took up the subject of Language Lessonsand discussed it in a very practical manner. Hesaid the object of Language Lessons is twof*old,

(i) to train the pupil in tbought-getting ; (2) totrain him in the expressing of thought. Thedistinguishing feature ofman is his power to think,and the handmaiden of this power is the ability toexpress his thoughts, whether it be in written or
spoken words, or in the handiwork of the sculptor,painter, mechanic or farmer. The comparatively
large vocabulary and the remarkable ability in theuse of language that so many children possesswhen they enter school at the age of five or six,have been acquired easily and naturally by a con-tinual series of-language lessons, begun in infancyand carried through these first years of life. Too
frequently all this is changed when the child entersschool. Instead of being encouraged and trainedto talk he is very often repressed, and even at homethe treatment is changed. The inquiring disposi-
tion and the strong desire to tell what hie knowsare considered troublesome, and he is silenced with"Little folk should be seen, not heard." Thenatural method of the first five years should becontinued in the school-room, and much oral work
should be required of the pupils in ail classes andalI subjects. Mr. Row briefly outlined a course in
language for the various forms as follows :-Class 1. Descriptions of: Subjects of ReadingLessons, Pictures, Objects, Reproduction of Stories
and number woxk.Class II. Reproduction of:

(a) Reading lessons. (i) By paragraphs, (2) By
topics, (3) As a whole.

(b) Geography lessons.
(c) Number work.(d) Stories.
The systematic study of objects: Picture lessons.
Class III. Reproduction of al lessons studed.

bt this stage pupils should be able to give a num-
er of full connected statements. Stories may be
ontinued, but they should teach some history, bio-
rrapby, etc.Class IV. Same as for III., but accounts andescriptions should be more extended. One pupil
night occupy ten minutes in telling what he had
arned on some topic.
In answer to the question: "Wat would youo with pupils who are reluctant ta express theirhoughts or who express them in an incompleteay?" Mr. Row said : " You will have much diffi-ulty in getting the kind of work I have indicated

f-om your older pupils, who have a confirmed habit
f expressing their ideas in weak, disjointed, one-gged sentences. These need much encourage-ent. Friday afternoon debates will help them.
elur hopes, however, must rest on your little ones,
ep them ta obtain ideas and the children will
'ant to talk. You neyer see a child wîth a newea who does not want to tell it."

Mr. Sinclair gave a delightful talk on " Child
tudy," impressng upon the teachers the necessitystudying the children for whose training they
e morally responsible. He also dwelt upon the
cessty of the teacher studying himself, and also
*his reading works an mental philosopby.

1 80
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The advisability of forming sub-associations in
the various townships was discussed, and an
attempt will be made to divide the county into
districts, each with a local association, which will
meet monthly for the discussion of social, literary
and educational subjects.

A resolution was adopted favoring the extension
of the Model school term to one year.

J. A. Hill and Robert Burton were appointed
delegates to the Provincial Association.

Mr. J. F. Ballard, ex-librarian, now Head Mas-
ter of Wentworth Street school, Hamilton, was
elected an honorary member of the Association,
with the privilege of using the library.

Mr. Row dealt with the subject of Composition.
He showed its similarity to language lessons with
regard to the ends to be accomplished and the
manner of teaching it. In the first class simple
work should be taken up, and the teacher should
insist upon perfect accuracy in spelling, capitals
and periods. In Part Il. the use of capitals,
periods and question marks should be taught.

In the Second Class the objects to be kept in
view are the formation of correct habits, and the
fixing of knowledge that has been gleaned. The
thoughts of the reading lessons should be repro-
duced in the pupil's own language ; the solution of
problems should be written out ; stories should be
reproduced; pictures should be made the basis for
stories to be composed by the pupils. Letter forms
and elliptical exercises should be given.

In the Third Class the same work should be fol-
lowed up. Stories given to this class for reproduc-
tion should have a practical value such as historical
or biographical sketches have Letter writing
should be more thoroughly taught than in the
Second. Imagination work should be given-hints
of a great disaster, fete, etc., should be given, and
the pupils left to imagine the details and construct
the story. This class should be taught the correct
use of such words as " lay " and " lie," " sit"
and "set," etc.

In the Fourth Class the subject-matter of the
Composition exercises should be investigated inde-
pendently and the results reduced to writing with-
out assistance. Literature lessons should be pro-
duced as in lower classes, letter-writing should be
completed, business forms and verbal distinctions
should be taught, and original essays should be
required, the pupils being given ample time to get
required information.

A hearty vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Row
for his two excellent papers.

Mr. J. B. Turner, B.A., Science Master, Hamil-
ton C. I., read a paper on " Natural Science in the
Public School," showing what branches are most
suitable to be taught and to what extent. The
thanks of the Association were tendered Mr. Tur-
ner, and he was asked to allow bis paper to be
published in the JOURNAL, as the thoughts there
expressed are of interest to the profession at large.

The last number on the programme was an
address by Inspector Smith, who had just returned
from the Methodist General Conference in Mon-
treal. His address proved very entertaining, not
less from the subjects dealt with than the racy and
entertaining manner in which it was delivered. It
treated of bis trip down the rapids, bis visit to
Quebec, and the impressions' received from ming-
ling with our French-Canadian fellow countrymen
and visiting their schools and other institutions.

ROBT. BURTON, Secretary W.T.A.

STORMONT TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
. THE regular meeting of this Institute was held
in the Public school building, Cornwall, September
18th and 19th ; the weather was favorable, and the
attendance large throughout.

After the opening address by the President, Mr,
McNaughton I.P.S., and the usual routine of busi-
ness, Mr. Bisset of the Cornwall Public school
introduced a class of bis pupils, who went through a
series of light Calisthenic exercises with a grace
and precision of movement that was much admired
and warmly applauded. Myfr. Bisset also read a
Paper on " Physical Culture" in schools, which
Opened the way for a lively discussion on the prac-
ticability and advisability of introducing such exer-
cises into every school.
. " How to Keep the Young Pupils Busy," was
introduced by Mr. Ritchie, who remarked on rising
that to keep children busy was an easy matter, but
tO keep them frofitably busy a difficult task. The

teacher of little children should be the best informed
person in the world; should have the ability to
direct and control the natural activity of the little
ones ; should give short lessons and make them
interesting; should use good language, cultivate
good address and posess good common sense.

In the discussion that followed, many valuable
hints were thrown out.

On the morning of the second day, the various
committees reported, and after such reports had
been disposed of, some conversation ensued as
to the advisability of keeping the Public school
open during the first day of the next meeting ; that
the teachers in attendance might witness the teach-
ing done. It was decided to leave the matter in
in the hands of the Management Committee for
arrangement. Mrs. Bigelow then read a paper on,
" Physiology and Hygiene," giving many reasons
why these subjects should be as carefully taught as
any of the others, and insisting upon the duty of
teachers to instruct their pupils as to the effects of
stimulants and narcotics upon the human
system.

A delegation was then received from the
local W. C. T. U. and Mrs. Warner, on behalf
of that organization, read a paper on, 'Sci-
entificTemperance Teaching in the Public Schools."
The law concerning it, and the necessity exist-
ing for such instruction from a moral and phys-
ical standpoint were presented, and the teachers of
Stormont urged to conform immediately and with-
out exception to the requirements of the case. In
response to request, twenty-two teachers stood upto say that they were in the habit of giving such
lessons in their schools

Mr. McRae gave an object lesson to a class of
little ones using an apple and a cork as objects.
The exercise was very instructive, the attention
being well sustained throughout.

The ever troublesome question of " Discipline in
Schools," was then dealt with by Mr. Keating,whose
practical presentation of its difficulties and the
methods of surmounting them, could not fail to be
helpful to every genuine teacher.

Another paper on " The Power of Influence," by
Mrs. Cameron of the High school, was much appre-
ciated and elicited much commendation. A reso-
lution was passed expressing the opinion of the
Institute that the Entrance Examinations should be
continued half-yearly as heretofore, and the Secre-
tary was instructed to send a copy of such resolu-
tion to the Education Department. Officers elect
for the ensuing year : John Ritchie Esq., Pres.;
I. Keating Vice-Pres.; F. Bisset Sec.-Treas.,
Management Committee, Messrs. A. McNaughton
IP.S., W. D. Johnstone,B.A., E. Cleary, Missess
Emma McDonald and Nellie Binnie, Geo. Bigelow
Sec-.Treasurer.

Sadler's Practical Arithmetic. By W. H. Sadier
and W. R. Will, of Baltimore Business College ;
pp. 310. 85 cents. Sadler Publishing Co., Bal-
timore, Md., U.S.A.
This is a new revision of the authors' Commercial

Arithmetic and contains a good course on business
arithmetic as distinguished from mathematics.
Arithmetical puzzles are excluded, and only such
problems introduced as are likely to arise in every
day business life. Interest, averaging, partnership,
etc., are treated from the commercial standpoint,
and the book aims at becoming intensely practical.

Reference Handbook of English History, By E.
H. Gurney. Ginn & Co., Boston ; pp. 114.
We have here in concise form genealogical

accounts of the English kings and English nobility;
lists of English counsellors, statesmen and writers ;
dates of principal events of English history. As
such, it will be of service to readers, students and
teachers of history, who sometimes find the too
meagre details of general histories a cause of con-
fusion.

Sidneys Defence of Poesy, edited with Introduction
and Notes by Albert S. Cook, Professor of Eng-
lish in Yale University. Ginn & Co.; pp. 143.

We owe Prof. Cook a debt of gratitude for this
excellent and modernized edition of Sir Philip Sid-
ney's able essay. The notes will be especially help-
ful to the student of Sidney's prose, bearing marks
of extensive research in classic lore, translating theLatin and Greek quotations, which abound after
the manner of writers of the sixteenth century, and
explaining all obscure allusions. Thus, the diffi-
culty which formerly beset the modern reader and
was a hindrance to his enjoyment of this model of
pure English prose, is swept away; and he leaves
the essay not only much better informed as to
poetry and Sidney's masterly treatment of it, but
also the richer for having tasted of the springs
whence the author himself drew so many argu-
ments. Students in the University of Toronto,
where the Defence (Apology) is now a text-book,
will find this edition particularly opportune.

A Stem Dictionary of the English Language. By
John Kennedy. A. S. Barnes & Co., New York;
pp. 282.

The author aims at arranging alphabetically the
chief stems of English words (chiefly) of foreign
origin. Under each stem is an explanation of its
literal force, followed by the chief words into which
the stem enters, and a word illustrative of the force
of the stem in the original. So, for example :

DEM-the common people; demagogue (a leader
of the people), democracy (government by the peo-
ple), epidemic (spreading among the people). G.
demos.

Throughout are philological notes,and quotations
-chosen with excellent taste-furnishing exercises
in word analysis. As a book for elementary schools,
as its author designs it, it is of doubtful utility, but
as a book of reference for those who, unacquainted
with foreign languageE, are yet desirous of under-
standing the force of the foreign element in our
tongue, it has our hearty commendation.

Te Leading Facts of American History. By D.
H. Montgomery. Ginn & Co., Boston; pp. 360.
This is the third volume of the Leading Facts of

History Series, its companion volumes dealing with
France and England. Turning from the school
histories in use among us to this volume, we realize
at once that history-making bas vastly improved.
Not that Mr. Montgomery's style is to be compared
with, let us say, Green's-for he claims merely tonarrate his nation's life in a simple, true way-but
he bas united all the artist, the engraver, the prin-
ter can do, and made, as a history for schools, a
volume one cannot resist reading. Portraits,maps,
fac-simile letters,illustrations of every kind abound,
adding interest to the wonderful story of the national
life of the United States. With such a book
before us we feel that we have missed something
in life. Suckled on Collier and Edith Thompson,
we believe we might e rlier have had a more intelli-
gent appreciation of history,jthat the flame of pat-riotism would have burned clearer, had some such
history of England and Canada been in our youth-
ful hands as this is of the United States. We ven-
ture to express the wish that the able author may
add to bis series The Leading Facts of Canadian
History, or that the compilers of the new Ontario
High School History may seek bis co-operation.

The press work is quite worthy of the firm whose
name is becoming proverbial in school-book pub-
lishing for taste and excellence.

TO-DAY.
"MAKE a little fence of trust

Around to-day,
Fill the space with loving works,

And therein stay ;
Look not thro' the sheltering bars

Upon to-morrow.
God will help thee bear what comes

If joy or sorrow."

Thou who didst come to bring
On Thy redeeming wing

Healing and sight ;
Health to the sick in mind,
Sight to the inly blind,
Oh, now to aIl mankind,

Let there be light 1
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO.-
MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, I890.

PRIMARY EXAMINATION.

FRENCH AUTHORS.

Examiners J. SQUAIR, B.A.
eJ. E. HODGSON, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates will take IV. and any two of
I., IlI. and III.

I.
Translate into idiomatic English

J'allai donc de ville en ville, travaillant quand je
pouvais trouver de l'ouvrage, et mourant de faim
quand je n'en trouvais pas. Un beau jour il
m'arriva de traverser un champ qui appartenait à
un juge de paix, j'aperçus un lièvre qui passait dans
le sentier à vingt pas devant moi ; je lui lançai mon
bâton ; je tuai le lièvre, et je le rapportais en tri-
omphe, lorsque le juge de paix lui-même me ren-
contra: il m'appela braconnier misérable, et, me
prenant'au collet, il m'ordonna de lui rendre compte
de moi. Je tombai à genoux, je demandai pardon
à sa seigneurie, et je commençai à lui dire en détail
tout ce que je savais de mon histoire ; mais, quoique
je lui rendisse un compte très fidèle de tout ce qui
me concernait, le juge de paix n'en voulut pas croire
une syllabe. Je fus déféré aux assises, trouvé
coupable d'être pauvre, et envoyé à Newgate pour
être transporté comme vagabond.

i. Appartenait, aperçus. Explain why these
tenses are used.

2. Distinguish : collet, col, collier.
3. Moi, me. Give rules for the use of these pro-

nouns.
4. Rendisse. Parse and explain the construc-

tion.
5. Demandai. Translate : For whom are you

asking? I asked him for it. I asked for him.
6. Give in full the Present Indicative, Future

Indicative and Present Subjunctive of: allai, pou-
vais, appartenait, appela, voulut.

Il.
Translate into idiomatic English:

Dans le café attenant au bureau de la diligence,se trouvait un ancien ami de mon père ; il avait,outre cette amitié, conservé pour notre famille
quelque reconnaissance : blessé à la chasse, il
s'était fait transporter chez nous, et les soins qu'il
avait reçus de ma mère et ma sœur étaient restés
dans sa mémoire. Fort influent par sa fortune et
sa probité, il avait enlevé d'assaut l'élection du
général Foy, son camarade de collége. Il m'offrit
une lettre pour l'honorable député ; je l'acceptai,l'embrassai et partis dire adieu à mon digne abbé
qui approuva ma résolution, m'embrassa les larmes
aux yeux, et, lorsque je lui demandai quelques con-
seils, qu'il ne me donnait pas il ouvrit l'Evangile et
me montra du doigt ces seules paroles : Ne faispas aux autres ce que tu ne voudrais pas qu'on te
fit.

i. Distinguish : ancien and vieux.
2. Reçus, restés. Parse and explain clearly the

construction.
3. Étaient restés. What verbs are conjugated

by être ?
4. Fît. Parse and explain the construction.
5. Il s'était fait transporter. Change il to elles

and make any other change or changes which may
be necessary for grammatical accuracy.

6. Give in full the Imperfect Indicative, Imper-
fect Subjunctive and Conditional of : Conservé,
fait, ouvrit, partis, dire.

III.
Translate into idiomatic English

Quand le bon homme se fut remis à table, ils
lui dirent : " Il parâit, mon père, que vous ne vous
avez pas cédé tout votre bien, et que vous vous en
êtes réservé une bonne partie."-" Vous ne vous
trompez pas," leur répondit-il, "j'aurais été bien à
plaindre, si je n'avais pas pris une si sage précau-
tion. J'ai voulu vous éprouver,et j'ai eu la douleur de
ne voir en vous que des fils ingrats. Il me reste
encore des biens assez considérables ; mais je ne
prétends les laisser qu'à celui de vous deux qui se

%pý?e S.g$ conduira le mieux envers moi." Les deux gendres
promirent de se mieux comporter à l'avenir, etn'eurent garde de manquer de parole.

Ils disputaient à l'envi à qui gagnerait les
bonnes grâces de leur pére. Jamais le bon vieillard
n'avait été si heureux.

i. Distinguish : partie, parti, part.
2. Distinguish : éprouver, tâcher, essayer, giv-

ing sentences showing how you would use these
verbs.

3. Prétends. Translate : He pretends to be ill.
He pretends to be asleep.

4. Remis. Translate : They were sitting downto dinner. Let us sit down to dinner.
5. Reste. Translate: I have nothing left. I

have still one hundred dollars left.
6. Give in full the Present Indicative, Present

Subjunctive, Present Participle and Past Participleof: répondit, promirent, laisser, conduira, pris.
IV.

Translate into idiomatic English:
Un domestique avait beaucoup à souffrir du

caractère inégal de son maître. Un jour celui-ci
revint de fort mauvaise humeur, et se mit à table
pour dîner. Il trouva la soupe trop froide, etcédant à sa colère il saisit le potage et le jeta parla fenêtre. Le domestique s'avise alors de jeter
après la soupe, la viande qu'il allait mettre sur la
table, puis enfin la nappe elle-même. "Téméraire,
que fais-tu ?" s'écria le maître irrité, en se levant
furieux de sa chaise. " Pardonnez-moi monsieur,"
répliqua froidement le domestique, " si je n' ai pas
compris votre intention. Je croyais que vous vou-
liez aujourd' hui dîner dans la cour. L'air est
serein, le ciel si beau, les arbres sont en fleur." Le
maître reconnut sa faute, se corrigea et remercia
intérieurement son domestique de la leçon qu'ilvenait de lui donner. .

r. Humeur. Translate: He is in good humor.
2. Colère. Translate: He got angry.
3. Nappe. Translate : He will lay the cloth.

He will remove the cloth.
4. Mettre. Translate : He is going to put on

his hat. She dresses well.
5. Distinguish crier and s'écrier.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO-ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 189o.
JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

ARTS.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND PROSE

LITERATURE.
PASS AND HONORS.

Examinersf A. H. REYNAR, LL.D.
f DAVID REID KEYS, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for Pass and for the Junior
Leaving Examination will take the first four ques-
tions and any two of the remainder. Candidates
for Honors and for the Senior Leaving Examina-
tion will take the first five questions and any two of
the remainder. Candidates for Scholarships will
take the questions marked with an asterisk.

Candidates are warned that the Composition
counts sixty per cent. of the whole paper.

i. Write a composition on one of the following
subjects :

My favorite book.
School life in Ontario.
The humor of Addison.
Addison as an essayist.

*Addison as a 4 minor moralist."
*2. Give examples from the essays you have read

of.the merits and defects of Addison's style,
*3. Tell in your own words the vision of Mirzah.
*4. What gives the Spectator its importance in

the history of English literature ?
*5. Describe Addison's vocabulary.
*6. Criticise Addison's use of figurative language

and quote any of his figures that have specially
impressed you.

7. Give in your own words Addison's views on
cheerfulness.

*8. Quote and criticise Johnson's advice as to
the study of Addison.

9. Tell the story of Biton and Clitobus or that of
Diogenes and the young man on his way to a feast.

*io. "And throughout it all there is a sort of
story, the first taste gur ancestors had of what,since
Richardson's novels, has been the most powerful of
literary pleasures."

To what extent does this story enter into the
selection you have read ?

DURHAM PROMOTION EXAMINATIONS,
JUNE 26TH AND 27TH, 1890.

GEOGRAPHY.
SENIOR II. TO JUNIOR III.

LIMIT OF WORK.-Talks about the earth; local
geography ; outline of map of the world. Public
School Geography, lessons I. to IV. inclusive.

(Answer in full sentences where possible.)
i. Explain the ternis : Cataract, river-basin, armof the sea, old world, mouth of a river, bird's eye

view, as used in your geography.
3. Why, in crossing the ocean, is it necessary totake on board a supply of drinking water before

leaving port?
3. What continents, and which side of each, arewashed by the Pacific ocean ?
4. Name from the map of the world, and give the

position of each :
(i) two straits ; (2) two seas ; (3) two capes.

5. What and where are : Newfoundland, Ama-
zon, Europe, Gibraltar, Cuba, Mozambique.

6. If a person started at a point on the equator
and went directly west until he reached a point on
the earth directly opposite the point from which he
started, how many miles would he then be from thestarting point and how many miles would he have
travelled ?

7. Name:
(i) The county in which you live and two other

counties which border on it.
(2) The river, the lake, the island, the sea and

the ocean which lie nearest to your home.
8. Make an outline map of a regular surface 36inches from north to south and 24 inches from east

to west, using a scale of one foot to the inch ; drawfour lnes from the central point direct to the sides
of the map, and four other lines from the same
point to the corners of the map, on these lines writethe words north, north-east, east, south-east, etc.,so as to properly indicate the direction of each linefrom the central point.

Value-6 each.

ARITHMETIC.
SENIOR II. TO JUNIOR 111.

LIMIT of work for the II. classes : Analysis of
numbers to roo. Numeration and Notation-
Juniors to 500, Seniors to 1,ooo,ooo. Roman
Notation-Juniors to 150, Seniors to 2,ooo. Cor-
rect and rapid work in the four simple rules.
Problems.

(Full work required. No value for answers
only.)

i. Express the following numbers in ordinary
figures and find the difference between the largestone and the sum of the other three.

Seventy thousand one hundred and two.
Sixty-five thousand and twenty.
MDCCCIX.
CMXLVI.

2. Find the value of 9724÷4+23 ×6- 146x8--
736+8247.

3. If the divisor be 187 and the dividend 738257,what will be the quotient and the remainder ?
4. How many times may 436 be taken from

902376 ?
5. A boy was told to multiply 720 by 304, and

gave for his answer 24480; by how much did bis
answer differ from the correct product ?

6. A man had $8,196 at the first of the year; he
earned $1,928, spent $839, and gave away $397during the year; how many dollars had he left at
the end of the year?

7. How many lead pencils at 6o cents a dozen
should be exchanged for 25 scribbling books at 8
cents each ?

8. One side of a wall 18 feet long and 12 feet
high is to be covered with paper 3 feet wide ; how
mahy feet, in length, of the paper will be required ?
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9. A farmer sold 236 bushels of wheat at 95 cents
a bushel, spent $4.20 out of the proceeds and with
the balance bought a span of horses ; how many
dollars did each horse cost him ?

Io. Find a number equal to the product of 7869
mfultiplied by 7 without using multiplication.

Value-72; 1 to 4, 6 each ; 5 to 1o, 8 each.

All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 2oth of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

EUCLID'S SEQUENCE.
IN the September number of this column for

1889 we gave a brief survey of some of the objec-
tions that may be urged against Euclid's treatise,
or rather the modern adaptations of a few frag -
ments of his treatise on Geometry. As a text-book
of mathematical science for beginners, it is fun-
damentally clumsy and illogical in its method ; it
conducts the learner by a round-about path, and
leaves him hampered by a number of foolish pre-
judices that he has on the way received from his
master. A very cursory examination ofthis famous
book is sufficient to startle any mind imbued with
the maxims of modern education ; and yet British
educational authorities cling obstinately to this
small portion of a book written' in the infancy of
the science three hundred years before the Chris-
tian era. The conservative British universities
have been compelled, however, to yield many con-
cessions to modern methods, such as the use of
signs and contractions, alternative proofs, etc.,etc.
They are at present shut up in their last fortress
and closely besieged. The last and apparently
the only fragment of Euclid which they are pre-
pared to defend is " Euclid's Sequence," whatever
that may mean. Now, Euclid's Sequence, as we
understand the phrase, is precisely the most unten-
able position in the discussion. The well-known
inaxim : " Teach one thing at a time," for instance,
is utterly ignored by Euclid's Sequence, which
requires the tyro to study the properties of angles,
triangles, rectangles, etc., in miscellaneous order
with no regard to sequence of topic or gradation of
difficulty. But if a conspicuous example of the
clumsiness of " Euclid's Sequence " is required we
have only to open the second book, where we find
a net-work of propositions all based on one simple
principle. Instead of demonstrating this principle
once for all, and then using it as the starting point
of the remaining propositions relating to the rec-
tangle and its sides, he demonstrates each proposi-
tion independently, and produces a chain of cir-
cumlocution of which Prop. VIII. is the climax
of long-windedness. If the universities had not
been blinded by prejudice begotten of ancient use
and wont, they would scarcely have taken their
final stand on Euclid's Sequence. However, no
student is now compelled to learn Euclid's proofs,
and very foolish he would be indeed to waste pre-
cious time on most of the second and most of the
sixth books. All the Canadian examinations accept
any sound proofs and allow any intelligible con-
tractions.

For the sake of showing the waste of time to the
learner involved in " Euclid's Sequence," we here
append proofs of the first eleven propositions of
book second, which may be taught to an average
class in one lesson of forty-five minutes ; whereas
the old proofs would require from three to five
times as mnch teaching and learning ; in other
words, the student gains from two to four lessons
for original work on deductions and for review.
To those dogmatic assertors who tell us that the
sinews of the student's mind will be greatly
strengthened by the round-about journey, and that
shortened methods are reprehensible because they
deprive the student of much valuable exercise, we
rneekly submit a question based on these same
eleven propositions : Will a student receive more
training in a course of, say, ffi'e lessons by learning
onlyeleven cut and dried demonstrations,or bylearn-
Ing eleven such demonstratidns at the first lesson,
and discovering, say five other demonstrations at
the each of the other four lessons ? Only one view
1s Possible whether we look at the question from
the side of mental exercise, or from the side of
scientific acquisition, for the exercise is more lively

and varied, and the ground passed over is far more
extensive, while the time spent is the same in both
cases. No teacher who has made the departure
will ever return to Euclid's Sequence, after experi-
encing the enormous saving of time effected by
reformed methods. Instead of spending two years
on the five books of Euclid usually read, any pupil
of average ability may master all the practically
useful parts in six months, and have the remainder
of the time either to push farther on in his course
or to spend his time on exercises and original work.

Prop. I. Figure and proof same as Euclid's,
excepting the use of contracted notation. The
whole rectangle A.BC is equal to the sum of all
its parts=A.BD+A.DE+A.EC+&c.
Prop. II. A c B. Take D =A B.

Then D.AB=D.AC+ D.CB by Prop. I.
i.e., AB 2 =AB.AC+AB.CB. Q.E.D.
Prop. III. A c B. Take D =BC.

Then D.AB=D.AC+D.BC, by Prop. Il;
or, BC.AB=BC.AC+BC 2. Q.E.D.

Prop. IV. A c B.
From Prop. IL., AB 2 =AB.AC+AB.BC;

or AB2=(AC2+AC.CB), +(BC 2 +AC.CB), by
Prop. III. ;

=AC2+2AC.CB+BC.2 Q.E.D.
Prop. V. A C D B. HereAC=BC,
and AD.DB=AC.DB+CD.DB, by Prop. I.;

=BC.DB+CD.DB;
=(DB 2 +CD.DB)+CD.DB,by Prop. III.;
=DB2 +2CD.DB. Add CD 2 to both sides.

.*.AD.DB+CD 2 =DB2+2CD.DB+CD 2 =BC2 ,
by Prop. IV. Q.E.D.

Prop. VI. 14 A C B D

Produce CA and make CN=CD.
.'.CN+CB=CD+CA, le., NB=DA.

. .NB.BD=AD.DB.
But NB.BD+CB 2 =CD 2, byProp. V.

.'.AD.DB+CB 2 =CD 2. Q.E.D.
Prop. VII. A c B.

AB2=AC2+BC2+2AC.CB by Prop IV.
.'.AB2 +BC 2 =AC 2 +2(BC 2 +AC.CB), by adding
BC2 to both sides.

=AC2 +2AB.BC, by Prop. III. Q.E.D.
Prop. VIII. A C B D.

CB=BD ; or, CD=2CB; .'. 4 CB 2 =CD 2.
By Prop. IV., AD2=AC2+CD2+2AC.CD,

=AC2 +4BC 2 +4AC.BC,
=AC2 +4AB.BC, by Prop. III. Q.E.D.

Prop. IX. A C D B. Given AC=BC.

Here D R2 +2BC.CD=BC"+CD 2, by applying
VII. to BC;
or, DB 2+2AC.CD=AC 2 +CD 2, by substitution.

But AD 2  =-AC 2 +CD 2 +2AC.CD, by IV.

.*.AD 2 +BD2=2(AC 2 +CD 2),as 2AC.CD cancels.
Q.E.D.

Prop. X. H A C B D.

Make AH=BD, .'.HB=AD.
Then HB2+BD2=2CD2+2AC2, by IX.

.*.AD 2 +BD 2 =2CD 2 +2AC 2. Q.E.D.
Prop. XI. We require to construct geometri-

cally the equation AB.BH =AH 2.
F Draw AE perp. to AB and=J AB.

Join BE, and make EF=EB, and AH =
AF.

Then AB 2 +AE 2 =EB2,by I. 47.
=EF 2

=EA2 +AF 2 +
2EA.AF,byIV.;

H or,AB2 -AF 2

A B +2EA.AF, as
EA2 cancelsout;

i.e.,AB.BH +
AB.AH =AH2
+AB.AH,by Il.
a n d substitu-
tion;

E or, AB.BH=
AH 2, as A B.

AH, cancels. Q.E.D.
See also No. 5 in September issue, and No. 6 for

Prop. XIV.
So far as the power of abstraction is concerned,

these forms of proof furnish a higher exercise than

the old ones which endeavor to reduce the mental
process down to mere intuition of the whole=sum
of parts as perceived by the eye. As a prepara-
tion for solving new problems there is no compari-
son, since Euclid's method cuts off from available
use most of the student's knowledge of equations,
substitution, etc., which he already knows from
arithmetic and algebra. As introductory to geo-
metrical conic sections, it is impossible not to
admit the superiority of the reformed methods,
which permit the student to use his accumulated
knowledge instead of tying his hands by unreason-
able and arbitrary restrictions.

But if "Euclid's Sequence" is interpreted to
mean the order and concatenation of his proposi-
tions, the ground is equally untenable. In the first
place the British universities have long ago virtually
acknowledged this on their examination papers.
One would searcb in vain to find Euclid's seventh
proposition of the first book, the eighth of the
second, the eighth of the third, the fifteenth of the
fourth, or the twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth and
twenty-ninth of the sixth book. The last three are
generally omitted even in the university text books,
and very many more might as well be suppressed,
since they have never been asked for within the
memory of any student. So that the college
authorities have themselves discredited this inter-
pretation.

All the well established principles of elementary
education conflict with Euclid's method of develop-
ing the science. His course is the track of a pion-
eer making a journey through an unknown country.
Other travellers have discovered shorter and
smoother routes. At the very outset he lays down
hampering restrictions which exclude his methods
from practical use in architecture, surveying, etc.
For example, the rule must be used only as a
straight-edge, and not as a measure of length, and
the consequence is that in order to mark off a
required length on a given line he is compelled to
describe five circles, an equilateral triangle, one
limited straight line and two others of unlimited
length. He begins with abstract definitions that
can be understood only after the pupil has become
acquainted with the things defined: he introduces
as self-evident a proposition of which he demon-
strates the converse ; he introduces geometrical
conceptions before they are wanted and some that
are never again referred to ; he proceeds in an
arbitrary way to select his topics, and consequently
is not able to graduate the difficulty of his topics,
and also consequently fails to exhaust each topic
and thus misses some elementary propositions of
first-class importance. His treatise grows better
as it proceeds, -but the first book is utterly without
order or method, and the postponement of the doc-
trine of proportion to so late a stage as the sixth
book bas compelled lim to employ clumsy round-
about methods in the preceding books. So long as
there was no better text-book the university author-
ities were justified in prescribing Euclid, but now-
a-days there is nothing in favor of the book except
hereditary prejudice. The Association for the
Improvement of Geometrical Teaching bas done
good work in England, and in France and the
United States modern methods have long been fol-
lowed with the very best results in the early parts
of the mathematical course. If our own Education
Department would prescribe President Hill's Geo-
metry for Beginners (Ginn & Co., Boston), instead
of the first book of Euclid, or rather a portion of
it, for III. Class Certificates, it would be taking a
step out of the dark, and would be doing a great
deal towards making the geometrical teaching of
our schools better and more practical. Mensura-
tion connects arithmetic and geometry, as it must
have been the origin of geometry. We ought to
have the courage of our principles, and not rest
under the shadow of a great name, great as it
undoubtedly is. We want all our pupils to be able
to make practical applications of their geometrical
knowledge to the affairs of everyday life, and we
need to economise time.

OH what a store of pleasure
Sweet, smiling faces bring ;

And what a wealth of music in pleasant voices
ring !

The skies may meet in sadness,
The blustering wind may blow,

But if our hearts are cheery, there's sunshine where
we go.
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TOR ONTO, NOVEMBELR 1, 1890.

COMPULSORY' SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE.

W E have already, we think, expressed
our gratification at the fore-shadowed

intention of the Education Department to
provide more effective machinery for
enforcing those clauses of the School Act,
which make a minimum attendance of one
hundred days in the year compulsory with
regard to all children between seven and
thirteen. It is well known that this provi-
sion of the law is practically a dead letter,
though we are glad to observe that action
looking to its enforcement has lately been
taken by the Brantford School Board. Our
attention is still further directed to the
matter by some questions which have been
sent us by a teacher, who wishes to know
whose duty it is-to enforce this provision of
the law. The answer is that it is no one's
business. That is the cause of the trouble. c
The Act provides (212) that " the Trustees s
may appoint an officer" whose duty it i
shall be to inquire into the matter, and to t
notify parents and guardians who are found o

neglecting or violating their obligations in
this respect. In reply further to our cor-
respondent, we may say that the teacher can
do nothing in the matter save by persua-
sion and personal influence. The defect in
the law is that it makes the appointment
of a truant officer merely permissible, and
so optional, with the School Boards, and
that those almost uniformly neglect to
appoint one. The consequence is the very
bad showing in respect to attendance to
which we have before referred. In a recent
public address, the Minister of Education
intimated, or is understood to have done
so, that the appointment of the truant
officer will be made obligatory upon the
Trustees, and the regulation in question
more strictly enforced. This is very desir-
able in the interests not only of the com-
munity and the State, but of the children
themselves. Not even parents should be
allowed cruelly to deprive their children of
their educational birthright, thus relegating
them to social inferiority during all their
future lives. On the other hand, the people
who cheerfully submit to taxation in order
that no child may be permitted to grow up
in ignorance, to the injury of society and the
State, have a right to insist that the money
they provide shall be applied so as to
secure the result intended.

"IN DARKEST AFRICA."T HE publication of the diaries and other
papers of the deceased Major Bartte-

lot adds a new and melancholy interest to
the story so graphically told in this remark-
able book, though we have no reason to
suppose that the zest with which it has
been received by the reading public has in
any degree begun to decline. It is highly
improbable that any new facts which may
be brought to light by the promised narra-
tives of Bonny,/Jameson and other officers
of the expedition, can seriously detract from
the high reputation of the great leader and
explorer. Self-reliant and self-confident,
even to the borders of egotism, he may be,
but that he could be capable ofgross injus-
tice and cruelty to a brother officer the pub-
lic will be very slow to believe. But what-
ever the nature of coming developments,
nothing can ever invalidate the claim of
Stanley's wonderful narrative to be one of
the most remarkable books of the age. The
enterprise of the Presbyterian News Co., of
this city, in so promptly arranging with the
A merican publishers for the binding and
handling of this work in Canada, is very
ommendable and merited the substantial
uccess it is no doubt achieving. The work
s such a one as should be read by every
eacher who mears to keep himself abreast
f the times in general information. As a

0

contribution to our knowledge of African
Geography the work is, of course, by far
the most important that has yet appeared,
while the effect that Stanley'sdiscoveries are
already producing, and are sure to produce,
not only in the opening up and development
of Africa, but upon the movements and
relations of European States and Empires,
cannot fail to mark its production as a turn-
ing point in the history of the Dark Contin-
ent and of the nineteenth century. It should
be not only in the hands of every teacher,
but in every school library, and accessible
to all the older pupils,

WE are sorry to find, as the paper is
being made up for press, that "Question
Drawer," " Hints and Helps " and a good
deal of other matter in hand will be unavoid-
edly crowded out of this number Both
the quantity of our material and the scope
of our ambition are, even to a greater extent
than usual, out of proportion to the capac-
ity of our pages. We shall try hard to
bring up arrears in next issue.

THE report of the Wentworth Teachers'
Convention kindly sent us contains so
much that is well adapted to be of practical
value to teachers that we could not find it
in our heart to cut it down, as we perhaps
should have done in justice to other reports
which came in later, and which we now find
ourselves obliged to hold over. If the sec-
retaries or others, who so kindly furnish the
JOURNAL with these reports, will condense
or omit all matters of routine and of merely
local interest, and give us that which will be
generally interesting and useful to all
teachers, they will add to the obligations
under which we are laid by their kindness.

IN a recent address, Mr. Mundella, M.P.,
quoted some interesting statistics to show
what has been done during the last twenty
years for the education of the English
people,i. e., since the passage ofMr. Forster's
great Educational Act. When that Act
was passed there at were most 1,6oo,ooo chil-
dren on the rolls, making very irregular
attendance at the schools, and the educa-
tion they received was very poor in quality.
Instead of 1,6oo,ooo there were nOw 4,8oo,-
ooo children on the rolls, making a much
higher average attendance and receiving a
much higher quality of education. The
attendance had increased threefold, but the
quality had had a greater increase. Prior to
the passing of theAct of 1870 there were 24,-
ooo in the sixth standard of that day. To-
day the fifth standard was the sixth of 87O,
and a sixth and seventh had been added.
Despite this fact, however, we now pre-
sented 480,ooo in those higher standards-
These were great and substantial results
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and they had had a most important influ-
ence on the national character. Let them
look on the general intelligence of the
people as compared with twenty years ago.
The whole aspect of affairs had changed,
and changed infinitely for the better, in
regard to the places for and means of edu-
cation.

TRUTH has a pretty hard chance for its
life in this modern world of prepossessions
and prejudices. Mr. Andrew Carnegie, the
New York millionaire, recently made a
sweeping statement to the effect that he
looked in vain among successful business
men for the college graduate. Many col-
lege graduates replied, denying the truth of
the assertion, and giving good reasons for
their denial. The Tribune printed the
Carnegie article in a little tract, and the
criticisms of the college men in another
tract having twice as many pages. The two
are sold at the same price, $10 a thousand
copies. The Carnegie tract has sold 50,000
copies; the college replies i,ooo. The
Christian Advocate says that this is but
natural. Attacks on men or institutions,
true or false, always circulate more widely
than the answers. This fact, for such we fear
it is, is far from complimentary to human
nature. When a lie gets fairly started, in
its seven-league boots, especially if it be one
which falls in with popular notions, slow
plodding truth can hardly hope to overtake
it. Mr. Carnegie's statement could be dis-
proved by hundreds of hard facts, in con-
crete shape, but in the great majority of
cases that statement will be accepted as true
and unchallenged by nine out of ten of those
who read it. There is no power or device
whereby the contradiction can be put into
the hands of these nine, or they compelled
to read it, if it were put into their hands.

THE Publishers of the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL are gratified with the evidence,
daily accumulating, that with their two
books of arithmetical problems they have
met a felt want of the Public school teach-
ers of the Province. Possibly some of our
readers may not yet have had their attention
called to the character of these books, and
a?é suffering loss in consequence. For the
information of such we may explain that
" Practical Problems in Arithmetic," by J.
White, which is now in the Third Edition,
contains about seven hundred original prob-
lems carefully graded, and expressly pre-
pared to aid teachers in furnishing pupils of
the First, Second and Third classes with
practical exercises in Arithmetic. The use-
fulness of the book for the purpose has been
demonstrated in the most unambiguous
manner by the large demand for it.

This book, however; it was soon found,
supplied the want of the teachers only in
part. They were still without aid in the
teaching of the more advanced classes.
Knowledge of this fàct led Mr. Armstrong
to supplement it with the book of " Arith-
metidal Problems," which has just been
issued by our Company, and with which
teachers are now being rapidly supplied.

This book contains about six hundred
problems, original and selected, suitable for
Senior classes in the Public schools and
candidates for the Entrance Examinations
to High schools and Collegiate Institutes.
A large part of the book consists of prob-
lems originally prepared by the author for
his own classes in order to supply a want
created by the present authorized Public
School Arithmetic.

Both these exercise books contain
answers to ail the problems furnished. A
feature of the new book, "Arithmetical
Problems," which will be appreciated by
ail who use it, is the supplementary addition
of aIl the Entrance Examination Questions
in Arithmetic set by the Education Depart-
ment since July, 188o, with answers. The
frequent applications made to us for copies
of these examination papers, which we have
hitherto been unable to supply, is sufficient
guarantee that teachers will be glad to get
them.

We have space to add only a word about
the " Public School Temperance " text
book. It will be pleasing to aIl friends of
temperance teaching in the schools to learn
that the whole of the first large edition of
this work is exhausted. This shows that
the number of schools in which the subject
is taught is large and rapidly increasing. A
new edition is now on the press, and ail
orders will be filled in a few days.

Teachers, let us know your wants, and we
will do our best to supply them promptly
and at reasonable rates. That is our busi-
ness, and we want to attend to it honestly,
faithfully and in a manner profitable to
both parties. We are much gratified with
the words of warm approbation of the EDU-
CATIONAL JOURNAL we are constantly
receiving. We do not parade these in
print, preferring to let the paper stand on its
own merits, and leaving each teacher to
judge for himself whether it is helpful and
stimulating in the work. If in any way it
can be made still more so, let us know.

MIss SARAH ORNE JEWETT'S next
story has been bought by The Ladies' Home
Yournal, and it will shortly begin in that
magazine

Our Little Men and Women for Novem-
ber is full of pretty stories and pictures for
the little ones. We wish every child from
five to ten years old in the land had a copy.
-D. Lothrop Company, Boston.

THE Farmers' Advocate, published by
W. Weld, of London, is an excellent agri-
cultural journal. The September number
was beautifully illustrated and was a credit
to the Province as well'as to the publisher.

" OF ail the books published for children,
whether in single number or as a bound
volume, there is nothing quite equal to St.
Nicholas," says the School .7ournal. And
so say we. The volume is in two parts;
i,ooo pages richly illustrated. Cloth, $4oo.

THE title of the paper by Prof. Axel
Key, of Stockholm, in the November Popu-
lar Science Monthly is " School Life in
Relation to Growth and Health." Prof.

Key maintains that the studies of children,
as now ordered, do not allow enough time
for rest and growth, and urges a reform in
this respect.

LORD CHESTERFIELD is a man whom
the world has persistently misunderstood,
and upon whom its verdict has been entire-
ly too harsh. In a fair and admirable art-
icle entitled " A Philosopher in the Purple,"
Mr. G. Barnett Smith exhibits Lord Ches-
terfield in a better light than is usually
thrown upon him, and shows that this man-
of-the-world-philosopher possessed some
admirable traits of character.

THE twentieth anniversary of The Cen-
tury, and the beginning of its forty-first
half-yearly volume, is celebrated by the
publication of the next (November) num-
ber. The date will be marked by an issue
of special interest, and the twenty-first year
of the magazine will contain a wealth and
varietyof literary and artistic material which
bids fair even to surpass those which in the
twenty volumes now completed have given
The Century its enviable place in the row of
monthly magazines.

THE editors of The Century expect to
print in the January number the first of the
series of articles containing extracts from
the Talleyrand Memoirs-the most eagerly
anticipated autobiography of the time. The
Memoirs are to be published in five large
volumes, and The Century will print one
article from each volume in advance of the
issue of the book in any country. The
selections will be made by the Hon. White-
law Reid, Minister of the United States to
France, who will also write an introduction
to the series.

A REMARKABLE picture of the early
growth of the English people-their intel-
lectual, political, social and religious devel-
opment-is presented by thevarious articles
of " required reading " in TheChautauquan
for November. Edward A. Freeman, of
Oxford University, writes of" The Heathen
English Britain "; Woodrow Wilson, Ph.D.,
LL.D., of Princeton University, treats
of the historv of " The English Constitu-
tion " ; Prof. George P. Fisher, D.D., LL.D.,
continues "The Religious History of Eng-
land " ; R. S. Dix gives a lively description
of Saxon home life and customs; D. McG.
Means analyzes several phases of land-ten-
ure in England, and James Baldwin, Ph.D.,
vividly portrays " The Knight of the Round
Table."

ST. NIcHOLAs has completed seventeen
successful years, and begins its eighteenth
volume with the November number.
The new volume will, it is announced,
contain a number of serials by prominent
writers for the young. J. T. Trowbridge,
author of " The Tinkham Brothers' Tide-
Mill," a continued story of great interest
and lasting popularity among boy readers
of St. Nicholas, and their sisters, will con-
tribute a long serial entitled, "The Fortunes
of Toby Trafford"; and Noah Brooks,
whose exciting book, "The Boy Emigrants,"
is well remembered, will write a similar and
yet different serial, " The Boy Settlers," the
scene of which is the Territory of Kansas
during the border troubles. Both of these
stories begin in this number and are full of
wholesome interest.
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This department, it is desired, will contain generalarticles on English, suggestive criticism of the EnglishLiterature prescribed for Ontario Departmental Exami-nations, and answers to whatever difficulties theteacher of English may encounter in bis work. Con-tributions are solicited, for which, whenever possible,the editor will afford space.

THE BAREFOOT BOY, BY JOHN
GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

A. STEVENSON, B.A.

A BAREFOOT boy doesn't seem a very likely sub-ject for a poem, does he ? The ordinary verse-maker does not choose such commonplace sub-jects. But the true poetic instinct and inspirationare shown by the writer who takes the things ofevery day and shows us the halo that is aboutthem. For there is beauty in humble things if wecould but see. We with dull common eyes needpoetic revealers, and Whittier is one of them.
How the critics and the pedants must havelaughed wben it was said that some one had writ-ten a poem on a shirt ! And a serious poem, too lThe idea of it, how absurd ! Professor Bain couldhave given one hundred and one reasons whythere could not be a poem on a shirt. Yet Thomas

Hood will go down to everlasting fame chiefly asthe author of that very poem. Burns, who wasWhittier's prototype and first model, wrote bis bestpoems on humble themes ; a mouse or a mountainflower had inspiration for him. James RussellLowell bas glorified the dandelion i0 verse, andCharles G. D. Roberts justifies himself as our owntrue Canadian poet in his strong and beautifulsonnets on " Burnt Lands," the " Potato Harvest"and the " Cow Pasture."
To return ;-Whittier was independent always.As a young man he sacrificed ail his highestmaterial prospects at the shrine of duty. He wasone of the first Abolitionist writers and agitators.He made himself the champion of the slave whenthat meant to draw upon one's self the bitteresthatred, loathing and contempt of the majority ofmen throughout the land. He was the secretaryof the first anti-slavery convention, and, at an agewhen bardlings are making sonnets to a mistress'seyebrow, he was facing mobs at Plymouth, Bos-ton and Philadelphia.
Such was Whittier. Let us see what he has hereto say for us. In this smaller matter his indepen-dence shows itself, too. Yet it is not so small amatter, either.
For how the whole world is deceived by clothes IIn the Hebrew story of Eden, clothes were thebadges of a moral fall, but we have gone so farfrom that now as to make clothes the distinctivemark of highest bumanity. Has not some onedefined man as "the clothes-wearing animal"?And the missionaries in tropical countries aremuch concerned that the natives be induced towear far more clothes than are good for them, andal in the interests of civilization and Christianity.Still, in enlightened Europe and America there arepeople, who presumedly do not know any better,who seem to think that the perfection of refinement

is reached only in a black tail-coat and white kid-skins. We see, too, such things in the newspapersas that "no gentleman is seen walking on thestreet with a lady unless he bas bis hands wellgloved." Observe here the final test of a gentle-man !
We breathe a different atmosphere from all thiswhen we read "The Barefoot Boy." It is likegoing out of the hot stifling fetidity of the ball-room

to the bracing air of the fields and hills.
Barefootedness - unconventionality - is whatWhittier glorifies here. As a boy he went bare-footed, and as a man he is not ashamed to tell ofit. Not in a spirit of pride or boastfulness, but .simply reminiscent and indifferent to what theworld thinks. Men who have risen from humblerural obscurity only to some little city fame do notordinarily talk freely of their barefooted experi- tences. Even young men, when they first come cup from the country to the schools and colleges, tthe offices and warehouses of towns and cities. are ausually reticent in regard to the details of theirprevious lives. In fact, they are ashamed of c,them.

But there is no more important education thanthat which teaches us to be ashamed only of the
riglit things. Here is one end wbich tbe study ofthis poem may serve. It may keep some boysfrom adopting a false and distorted moral stand-ard. For when people are ashamed of things inwhich there is nothing to be ashamed of; it mayreadily come about that they wili fot be asbamedwhen they should be.

Perhaps the chief value of the piece lies in thewholesome views therein expressed or implied asto what education truly consists in, and o he
objects to be attained thereby. Whittier shows usthat it is but a small part of knowledge after aIlthat can only be gained at schools, and that there
is a very valuable means of education open even tothe farmer's hard-worked boy. It is a wrongnotion of this matter that takes many young men
away from the health-giving, productive activitiesof a country life, always in themselves honorable,to the strife and struggle, often mean and dishon-
est, for the means of living and for fame and honorin the city.

Foolish teachers in the country schools are
responsible for some of this. They tell fond
parents that this boy or that is too clever-to makea mere farmer. It is wrong, they say, to confineone with such splendid abilities to the drearydrudgery of life on a farm. But there need beneither drearness nor drudgery in it beyond whatis the lot of man anywhere. . There must be some-
thing wrong in the teacher himself who cannotshow a bright country lad how many beautiful,cheerful, interesting things there are to see andfeel in the country if he will only look for them.There is no lack of means and material for men-tal development in the country, if but there weresome one to show the way in every school section.
The ancient Greeks were wise to place the homesand haunts of the gods and muses on the hills and
by the fountains and streams of the country, forthere are the sources of poetry and of ail art and
religion. Science may begin there, too. For tothe boy with wakened mmd Nature throws open berlaboratories and museums, where he may freelylearn if be will. The Chaldean shepherd-farmers
learned the first astronomy on the open plain, andthe same stars shine down on the boy of to-day in
the same old way. Then in the fields and woodsthe country boy bas most abundantly the bestmaterial for the study of botany, ornithology andentomology. No one bas better chances than heto study the mysteries of the beginnings of life andthe subsequent processes of nutrition, growth and
decay in both animals and plants-shall we callthem by the bookish names of embryology andphysiology? The farmer's boy could study, too,and be interested in chemistry and physics andmeteorology, for it is upon the laws of aIl of thesethat bis particular occupation depends. What
need, then, to speak of dullness or drudgery here ?There is no need. The custom of decrying coun-
try life began in the city, and began in ages whennatural science was not developed and when aillearning was in books and in cities.

It is a good thing, a very good thing, that thereare so many pieces in our Public school readingbooks which, like this of Whittier's, tend to givetruer ideas of what the country life is and may be.Great good in this hne will also result in time,
doubtless, from the more general study of science
by teachers, especially as carried on in the botanyclasses of the midsummer vacation.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
FIRST C. ENGLISH.-I. How would you advise

a private student to proceed with Chaucer's Pro-
logue for Fîrst C. Examination, and what ought to
be expected of candidates ? * Use the Clarendon
Press edition. Make yourself thoroughly familiar
with the meaning of the text by repeated renderingof tbe nes into good modern English, by explain- tng to yourself ail words and phrases that are at aIl
Tbscure, by studying the characters of the poem.
ahis done, study its versification. Then treat it
s a field f grammatical research, and, aided by tdie admirable preface, study to understand the h
iffrences between the grammar of Chaucer and
e grammar of modern English. Chaucer's life

Prld tmes, witb the light thrown on them by the crologue itsef, would complete the work that the Pandidate for First C. could fairly be expected to w'ave itl4stered.

2. Is it necessary to useGenung's " Rhetoric and
Rhetorical Analysis," or are there better works ? *A fairly complete and accurate book on Rhetoric
you must have and must study. Bain's " Compo-sition and Rhetoric " (Parts I. and Il.) is a thor-
ough and systematic treatment of the subject, illus-trated by copious examples-a greater work by farthan Genung's. Yet unfortunately it is perhaps
too philosophical to be read without a teacher. Orthe other hand, you will find the Rhetorical Analy-
sis a great aid in showing you how to applyrhetorical principles. Either Genung or McIlroyshould be used.

3. Should ail Earle's Pbilology be read forexamination ? If not, how much ? * You should

strive for a good general knowledge of ail the
book.

STUDIES ON ELOCUTION.
SCENE FROM KING JOHN, FOURTH READER, P. 309,

ETC.
BY R. LEWIS.

THE events of the next scene demand thebest dra-matic conceptions of the conflicts between the terrorof the child and the cruel purpose of bis jailorHubert ; and the highest skill of the reader torealize the conficts. It bas sometimes been sup-posed that Hubert was assuming a character, anda cruelty which he had no intention to execute.But the speeches which he utters aside-" If I talkto him," and " How now, foolish rbeum," showthat bis intentions were cruel, however his betternature might be in conflict with them ; and it isthis view of the cruel purpose of Hubert that.alonecan realize a just conception of the terror of A.when the attendants enter. Hubert intended toburn out bis eyes, but that shriek of terror "O,save me, Hubert, save me," pierces the heart'of thestrong man, and bis wicked purpose bends and isbroken before the cry of innocence for mercy.The reader must exercise judgment and skill in
givng the child's appeal. It must be one of over-
powering earnestness ; yet the greatest care mustbe observed lest the cry of terror should pass intoa ridiculous scream. If uttered tamely it will failin expressing the fear of the threatened tortureandif too loud it will be a mere shout, exciting laughter.The words, " Save me, Hubert, save me," are theheart-rending appeals of innocence and fear andtrust, and their passionate delivery conquers thewicked purpose.

But that conquest bas not yet been revealed nor
completed. Hubert still seems to struggle betweenmercy and cruelty, and-the appeal of it must be
given with ail the force of intense fear without pass-ing into childish extravagance. " The fierce looksof those bloody men " fill bim with terror, and wemust conceive and give expression to that concep-t on ; how earnestly he implores bis only friend notto let him be bound ; how bis voice, in the utter-ance of that dear name, trembles with affection,and how he will submit even to the torture, if H.will but "drive those men away." and execute thecruelty himself. This appeal is uttered with the
rap dity of intense fear. In I. 3 there is an expres-sion of tenderness-of passionate trust in givingthe name " Hubert," and " bóund" is emphasizedand spoken as marked. In the succeeding lineshe words " stir," " wind," "speak a word,"
angerly," are to be emphasized with passionateearnestness.
H. is conquered. AIl that he utters in replyetrays the conquest. Mercy is triumphant; whi!eeach answer he gives is uttered with hesitancyn the vain attempt to sustain the appearancef a murderous intention which bas melted awayefore the heavenly eloquence of innocence and therusting love of helpless childhood.1
But the dramatic interest is still continued andnust be represented with truthful expression.
The words of the attendant demand a low andender utterance with em. on "from." Even inim there is humanity and he is relieved to berom such a deed.
Again the conflict is renewed; but under theonditions suggested. H. assumes a cruelty ofurpose, and A., in terror of the reality, appealsith renewed earnestness and beauty of utterance

* From W. J. F.
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for the preservation of his eyes. In the entreaty,
" Is there nó remedy," em. no with force; and in
A.'s succeeding speech, as he names each object,
from " mote " to " hair," each object named should
be emphasized with falling inflection. "Mote"
takes primary em., and that em. is repeated with
additional force on "àny" ; and, as the sentence
is exclamatory in character, while ' precious"
should be delivered with earnest tremor, " sense"
takes a rising inflection with similar force. In 1.
4, em. " smàll " as marked. The tremulous force
should pervade all 1. 5; em. "yoùr," "vile," with
excessive tremor on " hôrrible." In A.'s reply to
H. em. " brace," and in 1. 2 avoid em. on " pair " ;
as that would, as in a previous appeal, indicate that
the loss of one eye could be borne. Let the reader
be careful to mark the necessary pauses ; in this
instance at " plèading " with em., and with decided
rising inflection on " eyés."

Read ls. 3, 4, 5 as marked with em. on italics.

"Let me not hold my tóngue-let me nòt, Hubèrt!
Or, Hùbert, if you will, 1 cùt out my tôngue
So I may keep mine eyes. Oh s0àre mine eyes.
Though to no use 1 but still to lóok on yòu.

This line 5 must be marked with earnest tender-
ness ; it is sincere as it is touching in its appeal.
Then, with a momentary glance at the iron, he
utters ls. 7, 8, with excitement.

The answer of H., "I can heat it, boy," is low,
with assumed sternness.

The reply of A. is calmer, courage and hope are
returning, for the child feels assured that he has
triumphed.

In 1. 4 the text is incorrect; it cannot now be a
burning coal, for the " fire is out." Read " There
is no burning malice in this coal."

Again the reply of Hubert is low and hesitating;
the cruel purpose like the fire is extinguished.
"The breath of beaven hath blown its spirit out.'

The child is now the master of the man. His
reply is eloquent and manlike in its truth, and the
force of its rebuke. It must be delivered calmly,
for fear is subdued and confidence fills the tremb-
ling young heart. L. 7 em. " y6u."

L. i em. slightly "your "; ls. 2, 3 may be thus
paraphrased : " If you heat it again to burn out
mine eyes it will throw sparks into your eyes, as a
dog sometimes turns round to bite his master when
he is inciting him to fight, that you may feel the
pain you would inflict on me."

Ls. 7, 8, 9 have been thus paraphrased by Dr.
Johnson : "The fire being created, not to hurt,
but to comfort, is dead with grief for finding itself
used in acts of cruelty ; which, being innocent, I
have not deserved."

The speech of H. ends the agony and anxiety of
this scene. The change is quick and decided. A
momentary pause, with placid expression of tender-
ness and love, prepares the child and the audience
for the act of mercy. Hubert speaks hurriedly in
suppressed tones lest the attendants should hear
him but with intense earnestness. Em. "See to
ave," " touch thine eyes," " treasure " and "owes"
with deep feeling.

The relief from sure torture and probable death
incites A. to utter his gratitude and joy with dan-
gerous loudness ; but H. hushes him to silence in
whispering tones and he dismisses him with expres-
sionsgof love and assurance of safety with warmth,
but in suppressed voice. The last words of Hubert
are breathed softly and in whispers.

In the first article on this scene a few errors failed
to be corrected because the writer neglected to
return the coriected proof in timé for the press.

On page 308, Fourth Reader, the following line
occurs:

" Even in the matter of mine innocence."
Hudson introduces water for matter as a happy and
suitable correction.

In 1. 25, col. 2, " which notwithstanding " should
be " which represented him notwithstanding." A
few other errors were uncorrected which the writer
cannot now remember.

Whoever reads these articles is invited by the
writer to criticize them. The investigation of such
splendid passages for elocutionary purposes is as
profitable as an intellectual exercise, as the investi-
gation for literary results. .Students will find that
the oral reading of a passage will often be the best
and the only method for its just interpretation.
Legouré says with truth that " reading aloud is
the only means to render a passage intelligibly and
therefore with proper effect, either to ourselves or

to our audience. In addition it should be under-
stood that inflection and emphasis may differ
according to the interpretation and conception
of the reader. Two may differ and yet be
right, as each judges from different standing
and puts a different meaning on a passage. It is
not there that the difficulty lies. He only is the
good reader who can illustrate and interpret his
meaning by his voice. In that power lies the true
elocution, and it is in that department of the art
that often the best scholars utterly fail.

Finally, there is no difference on one point, he
may form a different conception of a passage, but
there is no difference in the correct utterance of
words. No difference in the conception of a pas-
sage justifies indistinct, unfinished or careless pro-
nunciation of words. There is no act more import-
ant in elocution and none more neglected."

wx Çaor,spence. -

THE TEXT-BOOK IN HISTORY.
FOLLOWING is a copy of a resolution passed by

the Public school teachers of Prince Edward
County in convention on Oct. 9, 1890.

Moved by G. M. Williamson, seconded by M.
C. Mabee, that it is the opinion of this Association
that the text-book on History prescribed by the
Education Department to be used in our Public
schools is unsuitable for teaching that subject, and
that it should be removed from the list of authorized
text-books and a better work put in its place.

By order of the Convention.
R. F. GREENLEES.

PICTON, Oct. 16, i8po. Secretary.

[To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.]

SIR,-The very prominent, extended and favor-
able notice given in the JOURNAL of October ist, to
the report of my address on Technical Grammar
before the Provincial Association, encourages me
to write a short letter on the subject. While I
must confess to much satisfaction in finding my
general position approved by so eminent an educa-
tor as yourself, I feel that I owe it to you, to your
readers, and to myself to endeavor to more clearly
express my views and to support the utterances to
which you, in your kind way, wholly or in part, take
exception.

I have said that I have no quarrel with Grammar,
per se, but rather with the stage at which it-is intro-
duced. I know there is a science of our language
which could be made a most interesting and profit-
able study for High school students, but " if teach-
ers and Education Departments and even authors "
have not found that science how is it possible to
" reform or revolutionize " the teaching of it ? I
was satisfied to contend that High scbool entrants
do not understand the elementary principles of
Grammar. Since I prepared that address I have
learned, on the best possible authority, that
" few students in the High schools really know the
arts of speech." This does not show that the sub-

ject is too difficult for the High school course, but
that the vague, hazy ideas and misconceptions
received in early childbood have not been eradi-
cated. If we want further proof than that before
submitted that the subject is too abstruse for young
minds we have but to observe the children closely.
We have all noticed that young children, in fact all
children, seek opportunities for expressing every
new idea they get. We have often been much
amused, interested and surprised at the matters
which form the subjects of their conversation.
Who ever heard children exchanging ideas on
Grammar? They never have any to exchange.
True, they " play school " and make it quite real-
istic by asking for facts learned from a book or
from the teacher's lips, and I have even known
them, just before examination, to parse words in
their sleep, about as well as they could when
awake. But to expect young children to tell what
they know or think or have been led to discover
about the principles of Grammar is quite absurd ;
because tbey never discover, or think or know any-
thing about them.

When I said that Grammar "hinders the devel-
opment of language power," I meant Grammar as
now supposed to be taught in our Public schools.
It usurps the place real language training should
occupy and, what is even worse perhaps, it befogs

young minds. There is no language training with-
out thought-getting ; clear, original conceptions
must precede clear, original expressions. The
study of Grammar in elementary schools supplies
only indistinct, second-hand ideas and therefore
trammels expression, in other words, hinders the
growth of the language faculty. Still, it may be
said, all I have urged against Grammar at this
stage may be accounted for by the wrong
methods of teaching. I think not. The subject
has had a fair trial during many years. Many
teachers have made a specialty of it, methods of
teaching it have been discussed by the best teach-
ers in the Province, many text-books have been
tried, the Education Department at one time
placed a premium on it ; now the representative
teachers and inspectors of the Province have voted
it out.

After some years, when the "doctors" have
agreed, when the subject has been well taught in
the secondary schools, wben a future generation
of teachers have been well trained in the elements
of it, when pupils shall require a year or two more
to prepare for the High School Entrance Examina-
tion, it may come back to the highest grade of the
Public schools. Until then, let us direct our atten-
tion to Practical language-training, and as a sub-
ordinate matter, teach the simpler laws of our langu-
age in connection with the literature and composi-
tion lessons. R. K. Row.

KINGSTON, Oct. 2r, 18p0.

For Pic Afrr?oo?.

FORGOTTEN WORKERS.
THEY lived, and they were useful; this we know,

And naught besides ;
No record of their names is left, to show

How soon they died;
They did their work, and then they passed away,

An unknown band;
But they shall live in endless day, in the

Fair, shining land.
And were they young, or were they growing old,

Or ill, or well,
Or lived in poverty, or had they wealth of gold-

No one call tell ;
Only one thing is known of them--they faithful

Were and true
Disciples of the Lord, and strong, through prayer,

To save and do.
But what avails the gift of empty fame ?

They lived to God ;
They loved the sweetness of another name,

And gladly trod
The rugged ways of earth, that they might be

Helper and friend,
And in the joy of their loved ministry

Be spent, and spend.
No glory clusters round their names on earth;

But in God's heaven
Is kept a book of names of greatest wortb,

And there is given
A place for all who did the Master please,

Though here unknown ;
And their lost names shine forth in brightest rays

Before the throne.
O, take who will the boon of fading fame;

But give to me
A place among the workers, though my name

Forgotten be;
And as within the book of life is found

My lowly place,
Honor and glory unto God resound

For all His grace.
-Selected.

"HE who checks a child with terror,
Stops its play, and stills its song,

Not alone commits an error,
But a great and moral wrong.

"Give it play, and never fear it,-
Active life is no defect ;

Never, never break its spirit,-
Curb it only to direct.

"Would you stop the flowing river,
Thinking it would cease to flow?

Onward must it flow forever,-
Better teach it where to go."
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I took Cold,
I took Sick,
I TOOK

SCOTTS
EMULSION

RESULT.

I take My Meals,
I take My Rest,

ANDI AM VIGOROUS ENOUGH TO TAXE
ANYTHING I CAN LAY MY HANDS ON;

ettin fit tOO FOR SOttIS
mulsion of Pure Cod Liver Ol

and Hypophosphites of Lime and
soda NOT ONLY CURED MY Igg(.Ip.
ment COnsmMptinm nUT '1: 11,
ME UP, AND IS NOW PUTTING

FLESH ON MY BONES0 AT THE RATE OF A POUND A DAY 1
TAKE ITJUST AS EASILY AS I DO MILKZ."
Scott's Emulslon is put up only in Salmon (e'oor wrappers. Sold by all Druggists ait
500. and $1.00.

SCOTT &' BOWNE, BeZeville.

" ONES is a faith curist."
I didn't know that."
Yes; he believes that the madstone will

cure hydrophobia."o
LARKIN (pushing through the crow) d.What's the matter with the detective

Hashec gotalit?"
BUNTING-" No; he bas a clue!
DUDELBOHY-" Aw, areyou fond ofleaves,

you know? "
Miss SHARPLEIGH--' Yes; some people's. "l

-yudge.

JAwKINS-"I had a rattling good time last
nîght.

HOGG-" Shouldn't wonder; you were
pretty well rattled when you came home."
-Munsey 's.

TENAT-" But does the chimney always
smoke like that? I

LANDLORD-" Oh, no! Only when there's
a ire in the grate."

DRUtM MAJOR (furiously) -- " You broke
down a dozen tmes during the parade, Sir.Why was that, air?" ardeIr

CORNET PLAYFR (apofogettcaffy) -"lu
Order to keep in time I had to look at yon
and whenever I did that I laughed."-Gooà
Netus.

Mas. WIcKIlRE-" If yOu go first, you willwait for me on the other shore, won't you,dear? "
MR. WICKwIRE-" I suppose so. I neverwent anywhere yet without having to waitfor you at least haîf an hour."-Terre Haute

Express.
ED.-" We cannout use the poem. Thesentiment is good and the rhyme is not bad,but the rhythm is very imperfect."
IRATE MOTHER(offledglingpoet)--" What's

that ? Now I call that scan'alous !
En.-" That is the word, madam ; it isscanless. "
SPOKESMAN (of Strikers' Cornrnittee, fifty

years hence)-" We have decided to go out onstrike. "
PRESIDENT OF R. R. COMPANY-" Wh

what is the trouble ? Il
SPOKESMAN-" Well, we don't propose towork for a man who wears a cutaway coat

before twelve o'clock."
FATHE--" What, you want to marry my

daughter? Why, sir, you can't support her.I can hardly do it myself."
SUITOR (blankly)-" C-c-c-can't wechip in

together.'"-Puck.
" WHAT horrible shapes we see in our

dreams 1I
" Yes, but just think of the poor dress-

makers; they see all sorts of shapes both
night and day."

'We cheerfully recommend any preparation
that stands as high as SLOCUM'S OXYGE-
¶ IZED EMULSION of PURE COD LIVER

IL It bas crept into the confidence of the
blic solely through its merits. For wasting

ees of throat or lungs ail druggists will
tstify to its efficacy.
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BUTTON LESS.
The above cut shows the deign or the perfectionButtonless Football as it is registered in Great Brictionand represents to the fullest degree perfection in shape,perfection in workmanship, perfection in the material

used in its manufacture, and perfection in finish.
This, combined with the closeness of our price, basled certain deaiers to have the design slightly changed

im hopes that they would therehy be able to get a littlemore for theto. Beware of such. We selI the bestbuttonless balls made, snd give the number, circumfertence and price uf each.
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALLS COMPLETE.

Sizes-No. r, No. 2, No. , No. 4, No. 5
Perfection, 20 n. 22 M. 24 in. 26 in. Asson.

buttonless, prices $i Io $2 6o $1 75 $2 25 $3 00
Perfection Chome 'Special Buttonless Water'proof, only une size nmade ..... .......... .... 3 50Queen's Park, the well-known favorite.......... 3 Ougby Match Bal], very superior, price, $3.25,

RUBBERS AND COVERS SEPARATE, ETC.
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Rubbers, separate, •3 .4 o .
Mackintosh's besî $o6o $0 70 $o o8 $0 90 $r oo

eovera, separate,
buttonless. ..o 95 1 00 i Io 1 50 2 13Covers, separate, Queens Park, $2.S. Chrome But.
tonless, $2.55.

Inflators, Brass Piston, The Little Wonder, 6o ets.
large size, $1.5o. Rubber Cement, 30c. box.

Shin Pads, Cloth Lined, 50c. per pair; Best Leather
Chamois LIned, $.oo per pair.
The above cover are al the celebrated McKechnie

inake, made of Iiand.wrought leather of the ver>' beat
(specially prepared) quality, and filled with McIntosh's
TESTED rnbber, of best quality, STAM PEI).

The Inflators are bath first-y ass articles, nothing t
go wrong about them, like the rubber bulb ones. No
club should be without one at these prices.

Any article in above liaI mailed frce on rcptofonce to an> address n he Dominion of Cana or
United Stats. Send mouey or stampa by registeredletter; or, if convenient, a post office order is absolutel
safe. Address

LUMSDEN & WILSON,
Importers of Football Goods, SEAFmORTI, Ontario.

TEACIIERS WANTE»
To handle our popular

Subscription Books & Bibles
DIUIING VACATION.

Special Discounts given.
Write and secure agency.

Rose Publishing Co., Toronto,

Ihe CycIostïle Ouplicatig Apparatus
FOR DUPLICATING WRITING, DRAWING,

MUJSIC OR TYPEWRITING.
Two thousand exact copies from one writing, eachcopy having all the appearance of an original. Simple,rapid, dlean sud durable. Eudorsed by upwards of3,000 firs, corporations and institutions throughout

the Dominion. Invaluable Ior teachers and achoolsfor reports, examination papere, circulars, blank forms,
instructions, notices, naps sud aIl ciassical work.Used in most al Our cobleges, and rapidly being taken
up by our principal schools. Write for circulars andtestimoiiials.

CYCLOSTYLE CO.
16 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTo.

-FOR--

Teochers, School Librariesi
STUDENTS AND OTHERS.

Th iNe bster Entil evised, and Longer English Pooms. With notes theo-
no hee d tn th orld Speech. logical ar.d explanatory, and an introdution oS

h ---... .................... $o.o the teachigofEnglish." Edited by J.W.Iales,

tod00RunW7, PrciaEeents ofRhe- M.A. Cloth ... .......... .............-

Clo.th many illustrative examples. Baldwin's Handbook of PsycholoC-----.... ...-........ .75 Senses and Intellect, by' James Mark BaldWl
.eenungRhetorioa Analsi.. Studies M.A., Ph.D. Second edition revised.

i sle and mvention, designed to accompany the Cloth .................................
author s Practical Elements of Rhetoric, by John Seven Thousand Word. often

F. Gan..............-.......... ...... 1.50 Pronounoed. A complete hand-book of aie
A and-book of POetiOn. For students culties mu English pronunciation, including an u

Cloth verse, by Fancis B. Gummere, PhD. usually large number of proper names and wor
'.. .'.'-.-'..•....••••... 1.50 and phrases fromr foreign languages, by William 0

Crabb's Engnah Synonyms. English Heny Phyffe. Cloth.......................
nconou exlu t ndalphabecal rder, with Wordsworth. The Works of William Words

coplous Illustrations and examples drawn from wrh opeeGoeeiin ihntSthe best writers, by George Crabb, A. M. iworth. Complete Globe edition, with notes,

Cloth...................... ...... .25 Cit....................
Clot..... ......... pendix, prefaces and Bibhiography of Wordwo

Bain's English Composition and he Cloth............................r......
torIo. Enlarged edition. Part I., Intellectual Wordsworthiana. A selection fromin ers

Eofents of Style ; Part Il., Emotional Qualities read to the Wordsworth Society. Editedby
of Style, 2 vols. Cloth. .... 3.50 1am Knight. Globe edition. Cloh...

mnto'. Ma a of JEgiUh111 Prose. A Tenso'PotsiWr.CifPO&,0
man f Englsh prose, literature, biographical Gben on's Poetical Worke. Ctmpo

and critical, designed mainly to show character.
1strsC of Style, by William Minto, M.A. 100,000 Synonyms and Antonym.

--lo- . 2.25 complete dictionary of Synonyms and Ant0ony0S

Sule' so Synonym. A dictionary of Eng- or Synonms and words of opposite meanrint-l'yn Sy and symo. onarae Ex- with an appendix, embracing a dictionary of Bri'prissyons, su yonymous or parallel ex- icsa mrcns ooua haeec,15
designed as a practical guide to aptness ic rse nt us, bme y ca»is h c o Sual phra Fs etc., 0

and vsriety of phraseology, by Richard Snoble. A.M.t s, .Dth.....,R. Samul Fai.... .0
Cloth..................................... 2.253 .M ,D D..................Ward's Engltah POotS. Selections with Goethe's Fa t. Ba Taylor' ost ?

critical introductions by various writers, and a cellent translation in the or al metres Wi
general itroduction by Matthew Arnold. Edited copious notes, a biographicai introduction anIy Thomas Humphrey Ward, M.A. Retzsch's plates. Third edition. Cloth.

4 Vols ................. each 1.25 Songs of te. Grat Dominion. yoices
Arnold's Manual of English Litera- fro m the Forets and Wa ers, the Settlements and

ar ad Manalwi Enlish Literature, hist ri- Cities of Canada. Selected and edited by W 5
cladcritical, with an eppendîx on English Loghthaîî, M.A. Cloth, gilt ................metres, by Thomas Arnold, MA. Cloth. 2.0 The Readers Ea3dbook of AU"•

Prose MasterpieceS. From modern sions. References, Plots and Stories (with r
sayists. 3 vols.......... . .. ...... -.. -..--..- 4. 50 appendices),by the Rev. E. Cobham Brewer, L

Re Presentative Essaya. Selections Cloth ........................ .......
fr u a e' n s M s t r p e c s . A rr a n g e r] fo r u n iv e r - L o r d M a c a u l a y o k . T e f u ~ llity first year work (Pass)........... .... . 2.25 uY'e p r e t C ork . The four

Stock replete with the very latest and best works i every department o literature.
Correspondence solicited.

WilljamMls On & Co.
EDUCA.TIONAL EPonToR, - - TORONTO-

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The Most accurate and best sries of wall mapls publshed. Dr wiadngr v d y bC 0 tgeographer, J. BARTHOLOMaw, F.R.G.S., Edinb map pubted. ra ng raved by telyand Varnished. urgh. ounted on Strong Cloth, with Roliers, clealy

No, REGULAR GltA$
N.. SIZE.C PRICE. 1,O. rytZE.. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 ches $3 o .Af saa s, - 67 b>' i e s2. Ontaro, 67 s b$3 52 40 ro. Bfritis Is$d, 7b' 2 4

4. ecr k - 67 by 52 4 0 12. Austraia and NewZealand, 6 by52 450
5. Nova Scotia and Prince 4 50 13. Palestm7

6..ward Island, - b The Worl in He ispheres67 by 52
tdwair sa, 4 67b5s" 40 is. The World on Mercator'a ,, 0

7. South America - 67 by 5a 4 50 Projection, - 67 by 32 "
8. Europe, 567 by 2 4 50 6. United States, - - 67 by 52 6
9. Asia, -67 by 52 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, So by 49g. ~6 Ai,-.6by 3 52 3O

T o any T eacher or B oard of T rustees subs cr h n fo T H0 daAI Â 80 U N A bt4
we wil send one Or more of the above maps, each at $2oo less tha the Regular Price.

This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with First-Classat wholesale rates.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto"
VANNEVAR & CO., Educational Booksellers, Toronto,

Keep always on hand the books for use in Sehools, Colleges and Training InStItt -
y mail or express to teachers and students in all parts of Canada,
satisfaction m every particular send your orders direct toVANNEVAR & CO., BookseHlers & Stationers, 440 ronge St. (opp. Carlton St.), Toroytof

Provident Lite & L!re Stock ASSO
CHîIF OFFICE t-

43 Guee ve Em J-,lb. ast, To:ron(,o, .s
Is the one that gives the best benefits to -

memnbers.and pays the agents weil'ctIt 15 to your interest to send for PrOsPect 0

Claims Paie, etc.
Splendid opportunity for teachers to make tooe*

in unrepresented districts. Address,
- Managing DirectOP•

WILLIAM JONES
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Another "Free Trip to Europe" Word Contest
AND $200 IN COLD FOR EXPENSES.

g 9' 99 last "FREE TRIP TO EUROPE" Word Contest, which closed August ist, havingT H ]@ Q U9 9excited such universal interest, at the urgent solicitations of many of our patrons, we have
concluded to give one more " Word Contest," having for its principal prize another First Cabin Passage to Europe and return, and $200 in
Gold for Expenses, to the person sending the largest list of English words constructed from letters contained in the three words,
"BRITISH NORTH AMERICA." This trip can be taken by the winner any time before October 1, 1891.

To the one sending the second largest list will be givenan Elegant Genu-Special P rize for L a es. ine Alaska Seal Jacket, made to measurement supplied by winner.

Special Prize for Girls and Boys. Alnde ShtlEPony costing $C6o will
.~ ~ ecii P ize Oi'~,iPi~ nd ~ 'J~ebe given <,and delivered FREE anywhere in Canada

or United States) to the girl or. boy, under 16 years of age, sending the largest list. Age of competitor must be stated on list.

A Special Daily Prize of a Silver Tea Set Valued at $25, will be

from whom the largest list is received each day during the contest.

LIST OF ADDITIONAL PRIZES.-China Dinner Sets, Ladies' Gold Watches, French Music Boxes, Silk Dress
Patterns, French Mantel Clocks, Portiere Curtains, Silver Dinner Castors, Silver Breakfast Castors, Silver Tete-a-Tete
Castors, Silver Tete-a-Tete Kettles, Silver Card Receivers, Elegant Toilet Cases, Elegant Manicure Cases, Elegant Odor
Cases, Oil Paintings, Ladies' Jewellery, Writing Portfolios, Imported Fans, Albums, Napkin Rings and many other useful,
handsome and valuable articles.

RULES GOVERNING THE CONTEST T:
1. The lists are to contain English and Anglicised words only. 2. No letter can be used in construction of any words more times
3. Words having more than one meaning, but spelled the same, than it appears in the text.

can be used but once. 4. Names of places and persons are barred.
5. Words will be allowed either in singular or plural, but not in 6. Prefixes and suffixes are not allowed.

both numbers, and in one tense only. 8. The main part only of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary will be
7. The intention being that purely English words only are to be the governing authority; its Appendix or Supplement will not be

used, ail foreign words are barred. used.

Each list must contain nam e of person sending same (sign Mrs., Miss or Mr.) with full Postoffice address and number of words contained
therein, and be accompanied by $1 for a year's subscription to THE QUEEN. If two or more tie on the largest list, the list which bears the
earliest postinark will take the first prize, and the others will receive prizes following in order of merit.

The object of offering these liberal prizes is to introduce our popular magazine into new homes, and this contest is therefore open to New
Subscribers only. Present Subscribers can avail themselves of it by enclosing $i with list and the address of some friend to whom THE
QUEEN can be sent for one year.

Prizes awarded to subscribers residing in the United States will be shipped from our American agency free of customs duties.

No person can take more than one prize on the same list. Every New Subscriber sending a list of not less than twenty words will receive
a prize. AIl prizes awarded in order of merit.

WINNERS OF THE SPECIA L DA IL Y PRIZE.
(A $25 SILVER TEA SET.)

- Tuesday, Sept. I6th, Mrs. Annie L. Jarvis, 89 Gloucester Street, Toronto ; Wednesday, Sept. 7th, Mrs. Reid, 37 Tranby Avenue,
OV ER 8,000 PRIZES _ Toronto; Thursday, Sept. i8th, F. Pethick, Bowmanville, Ont.; Friday, Sept. s9th, Miss R. Jackson, Hellmuth College, London, Ont.;

arded in "The Queen's" last È Saturday, Sept. 20ti Miss Jessie C. Brown, Brockville, Ont.; Monday, Sept. 22nd, Mrs. J. E. Lennon, Welland, Ont. ; ruesday, Sept.

Word Contest. 23rd, Mr. F. L. Sawyer, Orillia, Ont. ; Wednesday, Sept. 24th, Miss A. Fraser, Prescott, Ont. ; Thursday, Sept. 25th, Miss Eva Lake
ýtCt"' IIIInoisIrlFi 1' . .m.ianItriIIImîenmi Denne, Peterboro, Ont.; Friday, Sept. 26th, Mrs. W. Percy, 65 Goulbourn Avenue, Ottawa, Ont.; Saturday, Sept. 27th, Miss E. Godson,

Giiî ,r" Ont.; Monday, Sept. 29th, B. F. Porter, Truro, N.S.; Tuesday, Sept. 30th, Mrs. J. W. E. Darby, 135 Hargrave Street, Winnipeg, Man.; Wednesday, Oct. Ist, Mrs. James F.
h , Cobourg, Ont.; Thursday, Oct. 2nd. Mrs. John Martin, 312 John Street north, Hamilton, Ont.; Friday, Oct. 3rd, Mr. John Waddell, 25 Kensington Avenue, city ; Saturday, Oct.

r- K. C. Hamilton, Galt, Ont.; Monday, Oct. 6th, Mr. John Carrick, 357 Barton Street east, Hamilton, Ont.; Tuesday, Oct. 7th, Miss Georgina Hilton, 319 Brock Street, Kingston ;
resday, Oct. 8th, Wm. Douglas, 21 Scollard Street, Toronto ; Thursday, Oct. 9th, H. A. Kennedy, city editor of the Witness, Montreal, Que.; Friday, Oct. toth, Mr. Clifford Kemp,

l4 h ter, Woodstock, Ont.; Saturday, Oct. Ith, EvansJackson, 196 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ont.; Monday, Oct. 13th, C. A. Steeves, Botsford Street, Moncton, N.B. ; Tuesday, Oct.

George O. Pheasant, 73 Mecklenburg Street, St. John, N.B.; Wednesday, Oct. 15th, Mrs. M. St. John, Montreal, Que.; Thursday, Oct. 16th, Miss Jost, 69 Queen Street, Fort
e alifax, N. S.; Friday, Oct. I7th, Miss Tremayne, 36 South Street, Halifax, N.S.; Saturday, Oct. i8th, T. R. Stewart, Stratford, Ont.; Monday, Oct. 20th, Mrs. E. H. E. Eddis,

a, Ont.; Tuesday, Oct. 2Ist, Millie R. Snyder, Leamington, Ont.; Wednesday, Oct. 22nd, Mrs. Annie E. Hood, Yarmouth, N.S.; Thursday, Oct. 23rd, Elizabeth Holt, Parkhill, Ont.;
Oct. 24th, Mr. A. Savary, St. George Street, Annapolis, N.S.

WIAT THE MAILS BBINQ TS.
'cI PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, TORONTO.

Aa ian Queen:
% o SIR -It affords me great pleasure in acknowledgiag

91l t0f th' affoa
n handsome Vieawarded nie in The Canda

%%te Word Conest.'r The prize, a Cruel Stand; is a most
aId artistically got-up affair, and is highly prized by
ery obedient servant, JOHN WADDELL.

e C 89 GLOUCESTER, TORONTO.
I an Queen :

erv SIR,--I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the Silver

b e, as the prize in your word contest. I shall be
th satify any persons making inquiries as to your bona

IS, and as to its real value and elegance.
ANNIE L. JARVIS.

ke a .51 SCOLLARD ST., TORONTO, Oct. 9, '90.

R ad R Queen,.5 8 Bay Street:
At - ',I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the ele-

4tept Sth awarded me as the daily prize on October Sth.
W! es ear est thanks for your handsome present. Wiîh

shes for The Queen, I remain, yourî truly,

%'Itest Closes December 5th and Do not Delay! Address- i il
'ze Awarded December 2oth. Send Now. 11W The oU iUI QU8811

VANCOUvER, B.C., Oct. 6, i8o.
Miss Hobson begs to thank The Canadian Queen for the

silk dress, which she has received in good order. She wishes
the magazine every success.

ST. JOHN, N.B., Oct. zo, i89o.
To the Editor of The Canadian Queen, Toronto :

DEAR SIR,-I beg to acknowledge the safe arrival of the
Gold Watch, won by rny daughter Annie in the late contest,
and to say on her behalf that she is very much pleased with it.
There are a large number of her schoolmates now working
and will take part in the next competition.

I remain, yours respectfully,
ALEXANDER MILLER, 173 Princess Street.

1602 SHERBROOKE ST., MONTREAL, QUE., Oct. a, 1890.
To the Editor of The Canadian Queen, Toronto:

PEAR SIR,-Received the prize. I am very well satisfied;
the magazine alone is worth the money. Yours truly,

T. R. JOHNSON.
WINNIPEG, MAN., Oct. ig, 18o.

To the Editor of The Canadian Queen, Toronto:
DEAR SIR,-I acknowledge the receipt of Silver Tea Ser.

vice expressed to me last week as the Special Daily Prize in
your " Word Competition." I am greatly sutprised that it
was of such good quality and neat and pretty design. I am
certainly much pleased with il, and take this opportunity to
thank you. Respectfully yours,

MRs. J. W. E. DARBY.

124 CRAWFORD STREET, TORONTO.
I am delighted with the handsome prize awarded me for

my efforts in the " Word Contest." AIl who have seen the
Toilet Case compliment me in securing such a fine prize.
Wishing The Queen every success, I am, respectfully,

HARRIET D. DRUMMOND.
281 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO.

DEAR SIR,-I received my prize to-day in connection with
the late competition, with which I am well pleased. I am
perfectly satisfied with the fairness of your dealing.

Yours, etc., J. HOWITT.

TwEED, Sett. Io, I89o.
Prize awarded in last word contest to hand. Am well

pleased with it. Yours, etc., MRS. C. J. WHITE.

58 Bay Street,
Toronto, Canada.
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THE

GREAT

Remedy
A Sure Cure for alt Throat or Long 'Iroubles; Kidney,

Liver and Stomach Affections; and never failing in all
foras of Skin Diseases. Address

h Badam Microbe Killer Co,
(LIMITED),

120 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

Beware of Impostors. See Trade Mark.FIT SSend at oce for a FEE BOTTLE
and a aluahie Treatise. This remnedy ls
a aure aud radical cure and is prfoctiy
alers asD no njrous drugso ar inedl

liFrpaain.ITl arn if, ta cure

EPILEPSY OR FALLINC 8CKNESS
la laver, casas where other rasedies hae faild.

ey sosfor sending a free bote : 1 vantt
ma ine to t lis own recoinD
iaig for a trial. and a rdical .ure
la certain. Gir. Express a d
Post Office. Address :E
H. 0. ROOT M. O., ISO West Adelaide et.

Toronto, Ont.

JAMES MURRA Y & 00.
+ PRINTINC, +

PAPER RULINC
B00KBIND INC.

FIRST-CLASS BOOK, LAW,
COMMERCIAL AND

GENERAL JOB WORK.
26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST

TORONTO.

THE PATEIT BUTTONLESS
MADE IN FOUR PIECES.

Has no Intersecting Seams.
Buin hevryWheemaupfaetedt the aIde forms 'f

Button End d ertio Buttonles.r Files with
best Red Rubbers.

junior, 1.75; Public School Sire, $2.25; Associa.
tion Match size, $3.20. A triai solicited.

Address,

D. FORSYTH,
Secretary Western Football Assoc'n, BerUn, Ont.

THE ALLIANCE

Bond und Investment
Company of Ontario (L't'd.)

CAPITAL. - - $1,000,000
Incorporated February 27, 1890.

GENERAL OFFICES:

27 anl 20 Wellington St. But,
T O B, O ]W T O.-

This Company through co-operation of in-
vestors and combining small sos of money
produces sure and favorable returns.

Teachers having money to invest-in small
or large amounts-ean have their invest-
ments guaranteed and obtain the most
favorable returns. Every investment
guaranteed.

Teachers can use their unemployed time-
their vacation periods-in a most profitable
manner by taking an agency for the Company.

Correspondence solicited. Address General
Offices, as abave.

The Alliance Bond & Investient Go.
OF ONTARIO (Ltd.)

TORONTO, ONTARIO.

TEACHERS I
WE ARE MAKING TE

Best Self-Wringing Mop
EXTANT.

It is a Bonanza for the Holidays.
Send for Circulars and Terms.

TABOX BROS., Toronto, Ont.

GENTLEMEN
Living out of town ou purcliase their Toiltast-cos and BUndries direct from the ci t uh the
mail oheaer than in the local market. The list em-
Braces in Mu a nd Brushes, Bath Gloves and
Brushs Militr Har Brushes, Rubber Gonds, Chest
Protectr, S nges and Sponge Bag, Hand Mirrors
and a il re reuisites. Ali goods guaranfeed. Send
for Calogue and note Dteont. Correspondence
solicited. RT W. JOHNSTON, 287 King
Street West, corner John Street, Toronto.

DEAFNESSI
ITS CAUSES AND CURE.

Scientifically freated by an auris of world.wide
reputafion. Deafness eradicated and enîirely cured
of fro o f e3 ars standing, after ail other treat
menta hvfaldHow the difficulty is reached and

thf cause removed fully explained in circulara, with
affidavits and testimonials of cures front prominent
people, mailed free.

DR. A. FONTAINE. 34 West 14th St., N.Y.

EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their
£book wants promptly attended to, either in the

new or used line, and at reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors,
Teachers and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

E. N. MOYER & CO.
Manufacturers, Importera

AN DEALERS IN

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Of Zvery Descriptione

Ait Orders by Mail have our Prompt Attention

HAVE BEEN I TN AENDANCE GET OUR PRICES.
EURoPE, JAPAN, UNIATED ST_ _ __"

ANDPA O CA I.B.-Slate Blackboard a Speciaty.
Cn .tDNoeR ADDne

897F J. B. MoKAY. 60 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

Some Ohoice Books
SUITABLE FOR TEACHERS.

Casselu Coneise Cyclopiedia; Edited by
Wm. Heston; with 6oo Ilsrtos îspgs
new and revisd. Royal ed E sboun
Library stylePrice,$5.00.

Cassell'ui(înisture CyClopoedia; containing
.30,000 subjects. Bound inCoh rc,$î.

Ca 11. ubuiictionar, by J. R.
Beard, D.D. and C. Board, B.A.; 914 pages. Crown
Svo. Price, 1.50.

Casella G -rmanEnglish and English.
Germau Diotio. r E. Weir; cloti ; 1126

pae.Crowri Bvo. P"rice ,.

1rene nary; Compiled from ie hast
authorties of both lag es b Professor De Loine
and Wallace amd He:ny Bidlgeman ; revised and
corrected from the seventh and latest edîtion (.877)
of the Dictionari, of French Academy ; by Prof. E.
Rowland, B.A. (Paris); 1152 pages. Crown 8vo.,
Haif Roxburgh. Price, $z.so.
Any of the above books sent with a year's subscrip-

tion to the JOURNAL for $.OO extra, or
Yoti can get them Free by sending us three new Sub-

scribers to Grip and six dollars in cash. the regular
subscripfios price, and we will send any on eli
Dictionaries or the Miniature CyclopSdia free, postage
paid, or

Send us ten new Subriptions to Grip and twenty
dollars in cash, the regular subscription price, and we
wilI tend you thse Concise Cyclopardia free, postage
paid, or,

Ifyou prefer the Dictionaries to the Concise Cyclo-
p dia send us twelve new subscriptions and twen tyour
dollars in cash and we will send you the three Diction-
aries and the Miniature Cyclopiedia.

If you cannot procure flic required number of sob-
scriptions to entite you to a book, send us ail yo ua
and we will charge you just enough to cover the cost of
thie biook to Ut.

Dont fail to try; every subscription secured will
mat erially reduce thse p rite of tise books f0, y0u.

These book have he carefully selected as ones
mosf necdful to flic teaching profession.

This is the greatest Offer ever made to the Teachers
of flie Dominion.

These publicafions are tie most recent edifions of th
celebrated publishers, CASSELL & CO., London and
New York.

100 LESSONS IN

jrnglish cnompositions1
MODERN. PRACTICAL.

THOROUGH. METHODICAL
A New Book, by a Practical Teacher, for

use in Composition Classes in the
Public and Figh Schools

of Canada.

This book contains 1oo lessons, each lesson
consisting of four exercises, and each exercise
being composed on the average of eight ques-
tions or examples. There are thus within its
covers about 3,200 questions for class work.
The exercises are properly graded for use in
the Public Schools and in the junior forms of
the High Schools.

PMrCE, - os CENT' .

Pracîica1 Prob1ems
For First, Second, and Third Classes.

By JAMES WITE, Publie School Teacher,
EDMONTON, . ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains
nearly 700 Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the
three lowest forma, and will supply the teacher with
questions at once interesting and useful. The problens
are properly graded for the separate classes, and
answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linen Covers-
PrIce, post-palid Only 25 ets.

The Grip Printing & Publisbing Co.
TORONTO. ONT.

THE N'EWEST. THE RES Il

Irithinetical ProblenUl
Suitable for Senior Classes and C90.

didates for Entrance to High
Sehools and Collegiate

Institutes.

By G. H. ARMSTRONG,
First Assistant Master Wellesley School

TORONTO.

It is well known that for several years thefr
has been no text-book on Arithmetic suitabl
for the preparation of candidates for the e'
trance Examination. To supply this w
Arithmetical Problems has been Pe
pared. It

CONTAINS OVER 800 PROBLEWi
The Entrance papers in Arithmetic fort

last ten years are given, including the pW.
for July, 1890. The answers to all the qUO
tions have been appended. This valoS,
work needs no special commendation. 18
now ready for mailing, and all previous orde
will be filled at once.

PRICE, Strogly BoUil à l1, 25 Mt8.

Address,

The Grip Printing & Fablishing
- 28 FRONT STREET WEST,

TORONTO.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

Drawing : Course
Authorized by the Minister

of Education.

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,,
No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOME1'

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
No. 4-OBJECT DRAWI 0 '

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

These books are ail uniform in size and aty
constitute a complete uniforis series. Thse u

s followed etrougl thent all-the Text, ti Pe
and opposite the Problems, in each case, the EX#Il%.
based upon them. The illustration is uponte
page with its own matter, and with the exertîA
every case, is a syacefor t/h studet's or.
copy, therefore, is a complets Text-book on its
and a Drawing Book as weil, flic paper onIhi
books are printed being firsf-cls drowing pet
student using these books, therefore, ws not
to purchase and take care of a drawing bo j
Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5 are the only books 00q,1f
subjects authorized by de Departe nt
the student buys the full saris, lie will have 
and not a mixed series, coverir the w s
tte examinations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J.
ing, Onc of flic beat autisorities mn thas ubjects

untry, and recently Master in the School of t
uW acnd bo k ia n the direct line of the

lum, and ià authorized. b
The examinaions i Higl School Drawing

set front thie autliorixed bocks.

PRICE, ONLY 15c. PER SOM

Gîip Pîioting & Publishing
TORONTO.
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SPECIAL LIST OF REMAINDERS.
As in many cases only single copies of the following Books are in stock, early orders should be placed.

Arithmetic and Algebra. ReguIlr Offered

Examination Papers in Arithmetic, by J. A. Mc-
Lellan, M.A., LL.D , Inspector of High
Schools, and Thos. Kirkland, M.A., Science
Master Normal School.....................$o 30 $0 20

Containing the papers set for admission
to High Schools and Third Çlass Certifi-
cates, together with the recent papers set at
examinations for Second and Third Class
Certificates.

Advanced Arithmetic for Canadian Schools, by
Bernard Smith and Archibald McMurchy.... 50 25

Key ta same .............................. i 5o i oo
Rudimentary Algebra, by B. Hensman ........ 25 Io

Atiases.
Bacon's Excelsior ELementary Atlas, 16 maps.. 20 10
Routledge's Atlas, 16 colored maps ........... 20 10
Routledge's Modern Atlas, 32 colored maps.. .. 35 20
Collin's National School Board Atlas, 24 maps,

cloth .................................... 35 20
Collier's Student's Atlas of Historical Geography,

cloth, containing (i) Roman Empire, E istern
and Western, 4th century. (2) Europe, 6th
ctntury, showing setlement of the barbarian
tribes. (3) Europe, 9th century, showing Em-
pire of Charlemagne. (4) Europe, ioth cen-
tury, Rise of the German Empire. (5) Eu-
rope, 12th century, time of the Crusaders.
(6) Europe, Eve ofRevolution. (7) Germany,
16th century, Thirty Years War. (8) Europe,
I7th and 18th centuries. (9) Europe at the
Peace of 1815. (io) Europein 1870. (i1) India,
Rise of British Empire. (12) World, show-
ing voyages of discovery. (13) Britain under
the Romans. (14) Britain under the Saxons.
(15) Britain after the Accession of William
the Conqueror. (16) France and Belgium,
illustrating British History................. i oo 50

Grammar.
L. Toulmin Smith's Manual of the English

Grammar and Language for Self-Help ...... 50 25
How to Tell the Parts of speech. An introduc-

tion to English Grammar by the Rev. Edwin
A. Abbott, D.D......................... 70 40

First Lessons in Grammar and How to Teach
Them, by T. Frazer, Principal of the Public
and Model School, Owen Sound........ ... 30 20

Gram marof the English Language, together with
an Exposition of the Analysis of Sentences,
by J. D. Morell, M.A., LL.D., H.M.I.
Schools................................. 90 30

Progressive Exercises in English Composition,
by R. G. Parkes, A.M. Revised and En-
larged ................................ 75 35

French.
A Course of the French Language In'ro-

ductory to Fasquelle's Larger French Course. 50 25
Delille's Key to the Exercises of Arnold's First

French Book, fourth edition .............. 1 25 50
Manuel De Dessin Industriel a l'usage des maitres

d'écoles Primaires d'apres la methode de Wal-
ter Smith ................................. i oo 35

Livre de Lecture Courante; a l'usage des écoles
primaires, par Th. Lebrun, ancien directeur
de l'ecole normale de Versailles ancien
inspecteur primaire du département de la
Seine, nouvelle édition refondue............ 90 35

Manuel de Tenue des Livres, a l'usage des
Ècoles primaires, par J. C. Langelier, single
and double entry ......................... 25 10

A Grammar of Colloquial French, with numerous
exercises progressively arranged and Para-
digms, by J. F. P. Massé... ............. 1 25 50

lachette's First French Reader, adapted to
the use of young people (ten to fifteen), con.
taining a selection from the best modern
authors, in prose and poetry, with a French-
English vocabulary, edited by the Rev. P. H.
Ernest Brette, B.D., Head Master of the
French School, Christ's Hospital, London,
and Gustave Masson, B.A., Assistant Master
Harrow School, past and present Examiners in
the University of London. Authorized by the
Minister of Education for use in the Public
Schools of Ontario........................ 90 35

Le Petit Catéchisme de Québec, Publié avec
l'approbation et par l'ordre du Premier Con-
cile Provincial de Québec.......... ........ 20 10

Ch. Delon, Lectures Expliquées, Tableaux et
Récits, accompagnés de développements et
commentaires et illustrés de nombreuses vig-
nettes. ................... ............. 40 20

Any of the above books sent post-paid on receipt
of reduced price. W

Ollendorff's New Method of Learning to Read, R; r Ofrered
Write and Speak the French Language. with at.
an Appendix containing the cardinal and or-
dinalnumbersand full paradigms, of the regular
and irregular, auxiliary, reflective and imper-
sonal verbs.'---................. ......... $1 50 $0 75

Ahn's Introductory Practical Course to acquire
the French Language by a short and rapid
method ............................. 50 75

Leçons Francaises de Littérature et de Morale
et Prose et en Vers , ou, Nouveau Recueil de
Morceaux, extraits des Meilleurs Auteurs.
New edition, revised, corrected and greatly
extended. By Hy. Stein Turrell, M.A.,
Ph.D., author of "Oral exercises i, French
Phraseology, Synonymy, and Idioms." ...... 90 40

German.
Arnold's First German Book on the Plan of

" Henry's First Latin Book," eighth edition .. 1 75 75
Adler's Progressive German Reader, adapted to

the American edition of Ollendorff's German
Grammar................................ . 50 75

Woodbury's Elementary German Reader : con-
sisting of Selections in Prose and Poetry,
chiefly from standard German writers ; with
a full vooabulary, copious references to the
author's German grammars, and a series of
explanatory notes ; designed for schools, col-
leges and private students. By W. H.
Woodbury, author af "New Method of Learn-
ing ta Read, Speak and Write the German
Language: Shorter Course with German ".1. 25 75

Italian.
Greene's First Lessons in Italian, Ollendorfi's

method ............................... 75 40
Latin.

Latin Delectus, with a copious vocabulary . i oo 50A Second Latin Book, and Practical Grammar,
intended as a sequel to Henry's First Latin
Book. By the Rev. Thomas Kerchever
Arnold, M.A., late rector of Lyndon, and
formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge ..........................-- •. 75 40The Public School Latin Primer. Edited with
the sanction of the headmasters of the nine
schools named in H.M. Commission-viz.,
Winchester, Eton, St. Paul's, Westminster,
Merchant Taylor's, Rugby, Shrewsbury,
Harrow and Charterhouse. 12mo. ......... 90 40

History.
A History of England. By the Rev. J. Franck

Bright, M. A.,* Fellow of University College,
and Historical Lecturer in Balliol, New and
Univecsity Colleges, Oxford ; late master of
the Modern School in Mariborough College.
With numerous maps and plans. New Edi-
tions. Crown 8vo. The work is divided into
three periods, of convenient and handy size,
especially adapted for use in schools, as well
as for students reading special portions of his-
tory for local and other examinations.

Period I.-MediSval Monarchy: the De-
parture of the Romans to Richard III.
From A.D. 449 to A.D. 1485 ........... 150 90

Period II.-Personal Monarchy .Henry
VII. to James II. From A.D. 1485 to A.D.
1688 .............................. 175 -

Period III.-Constitutional Monarchy :
William and Mary to the Present Time.
From A.D. 1689 to A.D. 1837 .......... 2 5 i

View of the State of Europe during the Middle
ages. History of Ecclesiastical Power-The
Constitutional History of England-On the
State of Society in Europe. By Henry
Hallam, LL.D., F.R.A.S., Author of the
" Constitutional History of England," etc.
Reprint from fourth edition, revised and
corrected..................... ......... 25 70Gibbons' Decline and Faîl of the Roman
Empire, Vol. I., slightly damaged ......... 0 50

The Constitutional History of England, from the
Accession of Henry VII. to the Death of
George II. By Henry Hallam, LL.D,
F.R.S. With Addendum, the essay of Lord
Macaulay on Hallam's Constitutional History
of Englanl .........................

One copy, slightly soiled, for......--....... .. 5..50
Napoleon's Campaign of Arcola. Extracted

from Thieis' Hitory of the French Revolu-
tion. Edited, with notes, by Edward E.
Bowen, M.A........................... i 25 6o

The Rise of our Indian Empire. By Loid Reuar ofrer
Mahon, being the History of British India -
from its origin till the peace of 1783. $a 70 $0 25

Conversion af the West--" The Englishi. By yo 2
Rev. G. F. Maclear, D.D. Two maps . 70 25Latham's Ethnology of the British Islands. Notices
of Keltic Stock, Norman-French Pre-Historic
Period, Stone Age, Bronze Age, Early Metals,
Early Writers, Caledonians, Early Records,
etc., etc............................. 1 75 6o

Religious.
The Biblical Museum. A collection of Notes,

Explanatory, Homilitic and Illustrative, on the
Holy Scriptures, especially designed for the use
of ministers, Bible students and Sundayschool teachers. By James Cowper Gray.Acts and Romans, Kings and Chronicles,Proverbs and Song of Solomon, Hebrews to
Revelations, Matthew and Mark, Luke and
John, Corinthians to Philemon. Per vol. ... 1 75 90A New Treatise on the Duty of a Christian
towards Gd, beîng an enlarged and improved
version of the original treatise. Written bythe Venerable J. B. de la Salle, founder of the
Christian Schools. Translated from the
French by Mrs. J. Sadlier ................. 50 20A Guide to Scripture History. By the Rev. Dr.
Brewer. Eighteenth edition. The Old Tes-
tament, with an Appendix containing thehistory of the Jews to the birth of Jesus
Christ..........· .... ................ 1 25 6oDitto, ditto, New Testament................. 1 25 6o

Science.
Theory of Heat, by J. Clerk Maxwell, M.A.,

LL.D. Edin. F.R.SS. L. & E. Professor of
Experimental Physics in the University ofCambridge. New Edition, revised ; with 41woodcuts and diagrams ................. I 25

Workshop Appliances, including descriptions of
the Gauging and Measuring Instruments, the
Hand Cutting Tools, Lathes, Drilling, Plan-
ing and other Machine Tools used by Engin-eers. By C. P. B. Shelley, Civil Engineer,
Hon. Fellow and Professor of Manufacturing
Art and Machinery at King's College, Lon-
don. With 209 Figures engraved on Wood. 1 25

Principles of Mecbanics, by T. M. Goodeve, M.
A., Barrister-at-law, Lecturer on AppliedMechanics at the Royal School of Mines.
With 208 Figures and Diagrams on Wood.... 1 25

Quantative Chemical Analysis, by T. E. Thorpe,
F.R.S.E., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in
the Andersonian University, Glasgow. Edited
by C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S. With 88 Fig-ures on Woa ......-.................. I 25Familiar Science ; or, The Scientific Explana-
tion of Common Things. Edited by R. E.
Peterson, Member of the Academy of Natur-
a] Sciences, Philadelphia.............. 50Introduction to the Study of Natural Philosophy
for the use of Beginners, by Charles Tomlin-
son............... ......... ... 35Natural Philosophy, Part I., including Statics,
Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, Dynamics, Hydro-
dynamics, the General Theory of Undulations,the Science of Sound, the Mechanical Theoryof Music, etc. Designed for the use of Nor-
mal and Grammar Schools, and the HigherClasses in Common Schools. By John Her-
bert Sangster, M.A., M.D., Mathematical
Master and Lecturer in Chemistry and Natur-
al Philosophy in the Normal School for Up-
per Canada...... .... · . 75Evers' Tables, Nautical and Mathematical, forthe use of Seamen, Students, Mathematicians,
etc.................................... 

90Building Construction, showing the employmentof Brickwork and Masonry in the practical
construction of Buildings. By R. Scott Burn 90Mathematical Dictionary and Cyclopedia of
Mathematical Science, by·Charles Davies and
William Peck, A. M., Assistant Professor of
Mathematics, U.S. Military Academy...... 5 ooElementary Treatise on Nautical Astronomy, by
Henry Evers, LL.D ...................... 35Introduction to the Sciences, Chambers' Educa-
tional Course.................... 

• --. - 35
Juvenile Philosophy ; or, Philosophy in Familiar

Conversations, designed to teach young chil-dren...........- ....-- ............... 25Geikie's Geology, Chambers Elementary Science
Manas·.............................. 35
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TO THE EDITOR: SELECTIONS FOR MEMORIZATION. rip P &
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